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Note to the Reader:

This book is a “work in progress.” It began as my Ph.D. thesis when I was a student at Bethany Theological Seminary, in Dothan, Alabama. Later, it was revised and expanded while I was working as Resource Center Coordinator for the Advent Christian General Conference, in Charlotte, North Carolina. In AD 2005, it became the textbook for an “intensive” course that I taught at Atlanta Bible College, in Morrow, Georgia. Some of the students who took that course wrote papers that were so good that I asked them for permission to include their work in future editions. Two of those were Becky Onyango, whose paper on Justin of Samaria included references to books that I hadn’t yet read by then, and Dustin Smith, whose paper on Justin of Samaria steered me to several references in Justin’s writings that I hadn’t previously noticed. Anne Mbeke’s paper on Clement of Alexandria was so good that I helped her publish it and made several references to it in the later editions of my chapter on that author. Brian Wright wrote a paper on the “Odes of Solomon” that became an entire chapter (see pages 15-21). The present “edition” was most recently updated on May 24, 2008.

If you have any comments on this material, or suggestions for improvement, please contact me, and I will gladly consider your comments or suggestions for possible inclusion in future editions. Should any of your ideas be implemented, I will gladly exchange this copy for a copy of the new version, at no additional cost to you. You can reach me as follows:

- Via regular mail: 5847 Brookstone Dr., Concord, NC, USA 28027-2535
- Via electronic mail: johnroller@faithbiblechristian.com
- Via telephone: 704-425-3911
- Via facsimile: 704-782-9574

It is my prayer that reading this book will stimulate you to further, and more extensive, study on this interesting and important topic.
INTRODUCTION

Most modern evangelical Christians believe that every human being has within him (or her) a naturally immortal soul which, being separated from the body at the moment of physical death, continues to exist forever, either in the enjoyment of God’s presence or in the everlasting torment of hell-fire -- in the latter case, in particular, consciously experiencing the pain of burning, but never actually being burnt up.

This position is well stated by the popular evangelist, Dr. Billy Graham, in his book, Peace With God, chapter 6, paragraph 25, where he says, “The Bible teaches that you are an immortal soul. Your soul is eternal and will live forever. In other words, the real you -- the part of you that thinks, feels, dreams, aspires; the ego, the personality -- will never die. The Bible teaches that your soul will live forever in one of two places -- heaven or hell.”

In the same chapter, in paragraph 28, he adds, “The Bible teaches that whether we are saved or lost, there is conscious and everlasting existence of the soul and personality.”

This belief is actually written into the Statements of Faith of many Protestant denominations -- for example, the Southern Baptist Convention, the Assemblies of God, the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches, the American Baptist Association, the International Church of the Foursquare Gospel, and the Evangelical Free Church of America (to name just a few). Thus it is held to be both Biblically supportable and doctrinally essential by those churches that so include it.

On the other hand, a small but vocal minority, who refer to themselves as “Conditionalists”, believe that the soul (by which term they mean, the “whole personality”) is naturally mortal, not immortal, and consequently cannot, and will not, live forever (in any condition) unless immortality is granted to the individual by God -- and that God only grants immortality to those who trust in Jesus Christ as their personal Savior and follow Him as their Lord.

This position is well stated by Dr. David A. Dean, of Berkshire Christian College, in his book, Resurrection Hope, on page 83, where he says, “Nothing in the Bible teaches that the wicked are immortal. Such expressions as ‘to live forever’, ‘to exist forever’, ‘never to die’, ‘to be immortal’, nor any equivalent expressions, are ever applied to the nature of the soul, or the destiny of the lost. They are only applied to the destiny of the righteous. Death is the inevitable wages for sin. Eternal life is God’s gift to only those who believe in Jesus Christ.”

In the same book, on page 84, he adds, “The second death destroys the whole person completely and irreversibly. Jesus said, ‘Do not be afraid of those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. Rather, be afraid of the One who can destroy both soul and body in hell’ (Matt. 10:28). In the second death there is a complete and never-ending destruction of the total personality (or personhood) of the sinner. One’s life is taken away and eternal life is withheld.”

This doctrine is called, by those who hold it, “Conditional Immortality”, and those who believe it have often been driven to form churches and denominations of their own -- for
example, the Seventh-day Adventist Church, the Advent Christian General Conference of America, the Christadelphian Church, the Church of God of the Abrahamic Faith (and others) -- because they feel unable honestly to sign the Statements of Faith of other churches, such as those previously mentioned.

In my opinion, however, the beliefs of present-day churches are no valid standard by which to judge the truth or falsehood of any doctrine. We are now almost as far removed in the stream of time from Christ and the Apostles as Abraham was before God spoke to him in Mesopotamia -- and God has not spoken to anyone, by way of inspired Revelation, in over nineteen centuries! On the question of human immortality, as on every other subject of spiritual interest, we should not ask, “What do modern churches teach?”, but rather, “What does the Bible say?” and “How did the early Christians interpret its statements?”

With this principle in mind, then, the topic for this book is defined as follows: What can we learn from the writings of the early Church Fathers as to the position(s) held in their times on the subject of human immortality? Specifically, we will want to see whether the Apostolic, Sub-Apostolic, and Ante-Nicene Fathers of the first, second and third centuries held a view similar to the popular modern view, or one more similar to the Conditionalist view.
NATURAL IMMORTALITY

Proponents of the view I am referring to as the doctrine of “Natural Immortality”, or “Naturalism”, usually hold either a dichotomist or trichotomist view of the nature of man.¹ Let me define these two terms.

Dichotomism is the view that a human being consists of two separable parts, the “material” and the “immaterial”. In this view, the “material part” consists of everything that can be observed and analyzed chemically: in other words, the “body”. The “immaterial part” consists of everything that cannot be so observed and analyzed: the “mind”, the “emotions”, the “personality”, and the “soul”, or “spirit” (most dichotomists use the latter two terms almost interchangeably).

Trichotomism, on the other hand, is the view that a human being consists of three separable parts, the “body”, the “soul”, and the “spirit”. In this view, the “body” consists of everything that can be observed and analyzed chemically, and the “soul” and the “spirit” are distinguished, not only from the “body”, but also from each other. The “soul” is usually viewed as that “part” of man which is immaterial, but is also possessed by animals (the “mind”, the “emotions”, etc.), while the “spirit” is that “part” of man which is both immaterial and uniquely human (the “will”, the “personality”, the ability to make moral choices, the ability to have a relationship with God, etc.).

Both dichotomists and trichotomists believe that at death, the “parts” are separated and experience different destinies. Dichotomists and trichotomists agree that the “material part”, or “body”, disintegrates unless chemically or miraculously preserved; dichotomists believe that the “immaterial part” survives, remains conscious, and goes directly to its eternal destiny, while trichotomists believe that the “soul” and the “spirit” are separated, not only from the “body”, but also from each other, and may experience separate, and different, destinies.

For the purposes of this book, I will not attempt to distinguish between dichotomists and trichotomists, but will lump into one group all those who believe that a human being consists of separable parts, if they hold in common the idea that some “part” of man survives the death of the “body” and is destined before Creation to continue to exist forever. These people I will conveniently designate as “Naturalists”, meaning that they hold to the view I am referring to as the doctrine of “Natural Immortality”, or “Naturalism”. (The terms “Naturalist” and “Naturalism”, as used in this context, should not be confused with the terms “Naturalist” and “Naturalism” as used in the context of people enjoying outdoor activities, organically grown foods, nudity, and so on.)

CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY

Proponents of the view I am referring to as the doctrine of “Conditional Immortality”, or “Conditionalism”, usually hold a monistic, or “unitary”, view of the nature of man. Here is another term to define.

In this view, “body”, “soul”, “spirit”, and so on, are not separable “parts”, but merely different ways of describing the same individual person. The “body” is the person viewed from a physical standpoint; the “mind” is the person viewed from an intellectual standpoint; the “will” is the person viewed in his or her capacity to make moral choices; and so on.

Adherents to this doctrine see the term “soul” as equivalent to the “total personality”, pointing to the many references in Scripture where the expression “my soul” is used to mean “I”; “his soul”, “he”; etc. And, for many who hold this view, the “spirit” is not seen as an aspect of the human being at all, but as the “living force” which “energizes” the person and makes him (or her) “alive” (as opposed to “dead”).

It should seem logical to you, as it does to me, that anyone holding such a view of the nature of man will not view death as any kind of “separation” of the human being into “parts” with differing destinies. This definition of man’s nature requires that every aspect of his total personality experience the same fate. Since the fate of at least one aspect -- the “body” -- is well known to be disintegration (and eventual nonexistence), it should be obvious that the fate of all the other aspects would be the same, and that there would be no hope for a person’s continued existence, in any form, after his (or her) death, unless God were to intervene with a miracle.

That is, indeed, what most Conditionalists believe, based on their understanding of the nature of human beings. The idea of “Conditional Immortality” is then introduced as the solution to the problem thus created. According to this view, God will raise whole persons from a state of death to a state of immortality, providing that, in this life, the “condition” (faith in Christ as Lord and Savior) has been met. Those who have not believed in Christ will be punished with the “second”, or final, death: complete destruction of the entire person, or “soul”, with no hope of another opportunity for repentance and salvation. Though many Conditionalists dislike the word “annihilation”, it accurately describes what they believe will be the ultimate fate of those who do not repent of their sins -- in this life -- and receive God’s forgiveness.

In this book, I will conveniently designate as “Conditionalists” those writers who hold to the view I am referring to as the doctrine of “Conditional Immortality”, or “Conditionalism”.

---

2 See, for example, Basil Atkinson’s discussion of “The Nature of Man” in his book, Life and Immortality, pp. 1-29. Note also the opening paragraph of his Introduction on p. iii.
THE ANCIENT SOURCES

As mentioned in the Introduction (see pp. 4-5), our primary source of data on the understanding of human immortality that prevailed in the Early Church will be the writings of the Apostolic, Sub-Apostolic, and Ante-Nicene Fathers of the first, second, and third centuries AD. These are defined as follows:

1) The Apostolic Fathers are those writers whose lifetimes overlapped with those of the Apostles, and who may therefore be supposed to have had personal knowledge of the Apostles’ teachings.

2) The Sub-Apostolic Fathers are those writers whose lifetimes overlapped with those of the Apostolic Fathers, and who may therefore be supposed to have had personal knowledge of the Apostolic Fathers’ understanding of the Apostles’ teachings.

3) The Ante-Nicene Fathers are all other Christian writers whose work was completed before the Council of Nicaea, which took place in AD 325.

Since the Apostle John died in AD 102, I will classify as Apostolic Fathers only those writers born before that date. Of this group, those who wrote on the subject of immortality were:
- Clement of Rome (AD 30-97)
- The writer(s) of the *Odes of Solomon* (approximately AD 100)
- Ignatius of Antioch (AD 35-107)
- Polycarp of Smyrna (AD 69-155)
- Papias of Hierapolis (AD 70-163)
- The writer(s) of the *Didache* (approximately AD 120)
- Quadratus of Athens (approximately AD 126)
- Mathetes (approximately AD 130)
- Clement of Corinth (approximately AD 130)
- Barnabas of Alexandria (approximately AD 135)
- Aristides of Athens (approximately AD 140)
- Hermas of Rome (AD 100-?)

Based on these dates, I will use AD 142 (a generation after the death of the Apostle John) as a convenient cut-off date to distinguish between the Sub-Apostolic Fathers and the Ante-Nicene Fathers; that is, writers born after AD 102 but before AD 142 will be classified as Sub-Apostolic. The Sub-Apostolic Fathers, then, who wrote on the subject of immortality, were:
- Justin of Samaria (AD 106-165)
- Tatian of Assyria (AD 110-180)
- Theophilus of Antioch (AD 115-181)
- Melito of Sardis (AD 190)
- Athenagoras of Athens (AD 127-190)
- Polycrates of Ephesus (AD 125-196)
- Irenaeus of Lyons (AD 130-202)
And, by these definitions, the Ante-Nicene Fathers who wrote on the subject of immortality before the end of the third century AD were:

- Clement of Alexandria (AD 153-213?)
- Tertullian of Carthage (AD 145-220)
- Hippolytus of Portus Romanus (AD 170-236)
- The writer(s) of the Pseudo-Clementines (approximately AD 220)
- Minucius Felix of Africa (AD 185-250)
- Origen of Alexandria (AD 185-254)
- Commodianus of Africa (AD 200-275)
- Cyprian of Carthage (AD 200-258)
- Novatian of Rome (AD 210-280)
- Gregory Thaumaturgus of Neo-Caesarea (AD 213-270)
- Arnobius of Sicca (AD 250-327)

This is not, of course, a complete list of all the Christian writers of the first three centuries AD; however, it is a complete list of all those writers of that period in whose works I was able to find any reference to the subject of human immortality. In any case, no major Christian writers of the first three centuries have been intentionally omitted from consideration in the compiling of this list. It cannot be said that I have begged the question to be discussed in this book by prejudiced selection of source materials.
THE ANCIENT SOURCES CONSULTED

The Biblical texts relating to the question of human immortality are far too numerous to list and evaluate in a book of this length; nor is it the purpose of this book to “prove” the correctness or incorrectness of the doctrines of Naturalism and Conditionalism by the traditional method of Scriptural proof-texting. It is, rather, the stated purpose of this book to determine which of the two positions was more prominent in the Christian Church during its first three centuries of existence. For this reason I will purposely avoid any attempts to analyze the writings of the Apostles themselves, or any other Scriptures, and restrict our attention to an examination of the teachings of the Apostolic, Sub-Apostolic, and Ante-Nicene Fathers. My procedure will be as follows:

In approximately chronological order, I will describe each writer in a brief biography; list his major works, together with their dates of publication, if known; then analyze some quotations from his writings, using bold face type to emphasize key words, with a view to determining if he should be classified as a Naturalist or a Conditionalist. Since only a few pages will be given to each Father, it should be obvious that this will not be a verse-by-verse study of all of the Patristic writings! But it will represent the conclusions drawn from careful, in-depth study of each Father and his works, and I will try my best to be unbiased in my attempts at classification. It is my belief that the point to be made in the conclusion can best be established by this method.
THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS

As mentioned above, the Apostolic Fathers who wrote on the subject of human immortality were:

Clement of Rome (AD 30-97)
The writer(s) of the *Odes of Solomon* (approximately AD 100)
Ignatius of Antioch (AD 35-107)
Polycarp of Smyrna (AD 69-155)
Papias of Hierapolis (AD 70-163)
The writer(s) of the *Didache* (approximately AD 120)
Quadratus of Athens (approximately AD 126)
Mathetes (approximately AD 130)
Clement of Corinth (approximately AD 130)
Barnabas of Alexandria (approximately AD 135)
Aristides of Athens (approximately AD 140)
Hermas of Rome (AD 100-?)

Their writings cover approximately the first half of the second century AD.
CLEMENT OF ROME

Clement I was born approximately AD 30; we do not know where. Origen of Alexandria (AD 185-254) says that he was the Clement mentioned by the Apostle Paul when he wrote, “And I intreat thee also, true yokefellow, help those women which labored with me in the gospel, with Clement also, and with other my fellowlaborers, whose names are in the book of life.” (Philippians 4:3). He was ordained to the ministry by the Apostle Peter. According to Eusebius of Caesarea (AD 263-339), who is known as “the Father of Church History”, he served as the fourth Bishop of Rome from AD 88-97. He was exiled to Crimea during the persecution instigated by the famous Roman Emperor, Trajan, and was martyred there, by drowning.

Clement’s Epistle to the Corinthians, commonly known as 1 Clement, is the oldest specimen of post-Apostolic literature we now possess. It was written about AD 95 and was “read in numerous churches (in Eusebius’ time), as being almost on a level with the canonical writings.”

1 Clement contains several references to immortality and the final destiny of the wicked. For example:

1 Clement 26:1 asks, “Do we then deem it any great and wonderful thing for the Maker of all things to raise up again those that have piously served Him in the assurance of a good faith...?” (implying that God will not “raise up again” those who have not so served Him).

1 Clement 30:7 quotes Job 14:1 as saying, “he that is born of woman...lives but a short time” (as opposed to living forever) (a rather free, but essentially accurate, quotation). The rest of the chapter is a favorite text of many modern Conditionalists, including such statements as, “man lieth down, and riseth not; till the heavens be no more, they shall not awake, nor be raised out of their sleep” (Job 14:12); “If a man die, shall he live again? all the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my change come” (Job 14:14); and “the mountain falling cometh to nought, and the rock is removed out of his place. The waters wear the stones: thou wastest away the things which grow out of the dust of the earth; and thou destroyest the hope of man.” (Job 14:18-19).

1 Clement 35:1-2 presents “Life in immortality” as one of “the gifts of God” (not as a natural possession of human beings). The full text reads, “How blessed and wonderful, beloved, are the gifts of God! Life in immortality, splendor in righteousness, truth in boldness, faith in confidence, continence in holiness: and all these things are submitted to our understanding.”

1 Clement 36:2 says, “By Him (Jesus) the Lord has willed that we should taste of [the knowledge of immortality].” The context makes it clear that the word “we” refers only to the saved, not to the unsaved -- implying that the latter will not “taste of [the knowledge of immortality]”.

1 Clement 39:2 asks, “For what can a mortal man do, or what strength is there in one made out of the dust?” Here Clement refers to man as “mortal” (not “immortal”) and describes him as

---

“one made out of the dust”, which may indicate that Clement held the “materialist” form of the monistic or “unitary” view of the nature of man.⁶

1 Clement 41:3 says, “Those, therefore, who do anything beyond that which is agreeable to His (i.e., God’s) will, are punished with death (not ‘torment’).”⁷

1 Clement 44:2 refers to the apostles as having appointed ministers and having given “instructions, that when these should fall asleep (the favorite Conditionalist phrase to describe death), other approved men should succeed them in their ministry.”

1 Clement 48:1-2 refers to “brotherly love” as “the gate of righteousness...for the attainment of life” (implying that those who do not have this love have not walked through this “gate” and thus do not have everlasting “life”).

1 Clement 50:3 says that, “All the generations from Adam even unto this day have passed away; but those who, through the grace of God, have been made perfect in love, now possess a place among the godly, and shall be made manifest at the revelation of the kingdom of Christ.” The next verse, in an attempt to back up this statement, quotes Isaiah 26:20 as saying, “Enter into thy secret chambers for a little time, until my wrath and fury pass away; and I will remember a propitious day, and will raise you up out of your graves.” This first half of this “quotation” is a substantially accurate summary of Isaiah 26:20, but the second half is not found in our present text of that verse, and should therefore be understood as Clement’s own “interpretation” of what Isaiah was saying. In the process of giving that interpretation, Clement has shown us he believes the “place” of the departed “godly” to be their “graves” (until “the revelation of the kingdom” occurs). Thus it is clear he did not believe the righteous “go to Heaven” when they die!

1 Clement 51:5 says that “Pharaoh and his army and all the rulers of Egypt, ‘the chariots and their riders’, were sunk in the Red Sea, and perished for no other cause than that their foolish hearts were hardened, after signs and wonders had been wrought in the land of Egypt by God’s servant Moses.”⁸ The Greek word here translated “perished” is apolonto, which literally means “destroyed” -- not “tormented”.

1 Clement 53:4 quotes the Lord (in Exodus 32:10) as saying, “let me destroy (not “torment”) them, and blot out their name from under heaven” (a nicely “pictorial” way of saying “make them completely nonexistent”). But, again, these words are not found in our present text of Exodus, and must be understood as Clement’s own interpretation of the word translated “consume” in Exodus 32:10. Similarly, the next verse (1 Clement 53:5) quotes Moses (in Exodus 32:32) as saying, “blot me also out of the book of the living.” But our present text of Exodus 32:32 reads, “blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book which thou hast written.” Notice how Clement interprets God’s “book”! The passage concludes (in 1 Clement 53:6) with the statement that, “The servant (i.e., Moses) speaks freely to his Lord, and asks forgiveness for the people, or begs that he himself might perish (see comment on 1 Clement 51:5) along with them.”

⁶ Lake, op. cit.
⁷ Ibid., p. 79.
⁸ Ibid., p. 97.
1 Clement 56:16 predicts the reader’s death by saying, “thou shalt come to the grave” (not “go to Heaven”).

1 Clement 57:4-10 quotes “Wisdom” (Proverbs 1:20) as saying, in Proverbs 1:26, “I too will laugh at your destruction” (the King James Version translates this word, in this context, as “calamity”), and, in Proverbs 1:32-33, “For, in punishment for the wrongs which they practiced upon babes, shall they be slain (not “tormented”), and inquiry will be death (in this case, the King James Version uses the word “destroy” at this point) to the ungodly; but he that heareth me shall rest in hope and be undisturbed by the fear of any evil.”

Again, 1 Clement 59:1 describes God as the one “who (among other things) ‘destroyest’ the calculations of the heathen” -- quoting Psalm 33:10, which reads, “The LORD bringeth the counsel of the heathen to nought: he maketh the devices of the people of none effect.” Evidently Clement believed that to “destroy” something was the same as “bringing” it to “nought”, or reducing it to nonexistence.

Clement never uses the terms “immortal soul” or “immortality of the soul” and never speaks of a process of punishment which goes on and on throughout eternity. “Clement clearly believed that immortality was conditional – to be bestowed on the righteous only.”

---

10 Froom, op. cit., p. 767.
THE WRITER(S) OF THE ODES OF SOLOMON

The identification of the writer(s) of the Odes of Solomon is unknown.\(^1\) What is known with certainty is that King Solomon lived and reigned during the tenth century BC and the odes, which date to no earlier than the late first century AD, were not written by him. The work is therefore properly classified as a pseudepigraphon.

Scholars have long debated the identification of the group responsible for producing the odes. Judaism, Christianity and Gnosticism have all been proposed as potential sources. Since the odes do not mention the Temple or the Mosaic Law, they do not appear to be of Jewish origin. They speak of a Messianic figure, but in terms not typical of orthodox Christianity. Since they don’t fit neatly into either Judaism or orthodox Christianity, perhaps they derived from a Gnostic source?

Prior to the discovery of English scholar J. Rendell Harris (see discussion below), Ode 1 was known from a Gnostic text written in Coptic. In Ode 8 God is represented in rather untypical Jewish-Christian phraseology as having breasts. When milked by the Holy Spirit, believers are nurtured with salvivic milk (the Son). Some have concluded from these circumstances that the odes are Gnostic in origin. However, the general consensus of scholars is that the true origin is most probably to be found in early Jewish Christianity.

The exact date of the composition is unknown. Estimates of dates range from late in the first century AD (by those scholars believing that the composition is from the very early Jewish-Christian church) to as late as the third century AD (by those who believe the composition is Gnostic in origin). Many scholars recognize a possible influence from Jewish apocalyptic thought, and concepts similar to those expressed in the Dead Sea Scrolls are found in the odes. If this influence does in fact exist, then a composition date near AD 100 would be likely.

It is reasonable to conclude that the work was most likely composed in the first half of the second century AD. If this conclusion is correct, then the Odes of Solomon falls within the desired time period (95 AD – 325 AD) targeted in this book for evaluation of the view presented therein on the issue of human immortality.

The odes were virtually lost to mankind until discovered by J. Rendel Harris in 1909 in some old Syriac documents that he had procured sometime earlier during a trip to the Middle East. The manuscript in his possession was lacking the opening leaves and, of the 42 odes, Ode 1 was missing in part and Ode 2 altogether. Previous to Harris’s discovery, the odes were known only through notations in lists of apocryphal books, excerpts in the Coptic Pistis Sophia, and from a Latin quotation of Ode 19 by Lactantius in the fourth century AD. Perhaps it bears repeating that Ode 1 is known from a Gnostic source. Ode 2 has never been located.

Why were the Odes of Solomon written? They are poetic in form and bear a striking resemblance to the Psalms contained in the Jewish and Christian canons. The odes quote neither from the Old Testament nor from the New Testament. Charlesworth maintains that the writer was influenced by the former and by the traditions of the latter. He sees a major dependence on the Davidic Psalms and believes there is sufficient evidence to support the assumption that the writer(s) knew them both in Hebrew and Greek. He concludes that the Odes of Solomon is the earliest known Christian hymnbook.

In my review of Charlesworth’s English translation of the odes, I found references bearing on the issue of human immortality in 23 of the extant 42 odes. I shall briefly examine each of these passages in turn and propose a conclusion on the view on human immortality presented therein.

Ode 3:8 reads, “Indeed he who is joined to Him who is immortal, truly shall be immortal.” The “Him” in this passage refers to God. Those who are joined to the Immortal One shall be immortal. This suggests that those who are not joined to God shall not be immortal.

Ode 5:14 reads, “And though all things visible should perish, I shall not die.” It is not clear at this point in the ode whether the writer is claiming that he already possesses immortality, and therefore cannot die, or if he is hinting at a future resurrection to immortality. However, we should note that this verse equates “perish” with “death.”

Ode 6:15 reads, “Even living persons who were about to expire, they have held back from death.” In this verse we find an equating of “expire” with “death.” Those who still draw breath, though feebly, are held back from losing what is left of their breath and passing from the state of living to the state of death.

Ode 7:24 reads, “And let there not be anyone who breathes that is without knowledge or voice.” This is an admonition for all who breathe (that is, for all who are alive) to acquire knowledge of God and speak boldly and joyfully of their knowledge. Those without breath are dead and have no ability to speak.

Ode 8:21-22 reads, “And you who were loved in the Beloved, and you who are kept in Him who lives, and you who are saved in Him who was saved. And you shall be found incorrupt in all ages, on account of the name of your Father.” The “Beloved” refers to the unnamed Messiah. The Messiah himself is said to be saved and those found in him are saved. This at the very least implies that those not found in Messiah are not saved.

Ode 9:4 reads, “For in the will of the Lord is your life, and His purpose is eternal life, and your perfection is incorruptible.” This verse associates the life of the believer with the purpose of God – that is, eternal life. This perfection is said to be “incorruptible.” Presumably, one who is not a believer may anticipate that his/her status before God is imperfect and therefore will be found “corruptible.”
Ode 9:7 reads, “And also that those who have known Him may not perish, and so that those who received Him may not be ashamed.” This verse equates “knowing God” with the prospect (or hope?) of not “perishing.” It further suggests a link between “perish” and “shame.” Those who know God will not be ashamed. Those who have not known Him will be ashamed.

Ode 10:2 reads, “And He has caused to dwell in me His immortal life, and permitted me to proclaim the fruit of His peace.” Here we see that God causes immortal life to dwell in the believer. The converse is implied for those who do not believe. That is, God will not cause immortal life to dwell in the unbeliever.

Ode 11:12 reads, “And from above He gave me immortal rest, and I became like the land that blossoms and rejoices in its fruits.” This passage speaks of God giving the believer immortal rest. Immortality is thus presented as something that is given, rather than something that one already possesses.

Ode 15:8-10 reads, “I put on immortality through His name, and took off corruption by His grace. Death has been destroyed before my face, and Sheol has been vanquished by my word. And eternal life has arisen in the Lord's land, and it has been declared to His faithful ones, and has been given without limit to all that trust in Him.” This verse is speaking about the Messiah putting on immortality. One does not put on something which one already possesses. Immortality is contrasted with corruption. Death, which is said to be destroyed by Messiah putting on immortality, is destroyed by this act. Death is also associated in this passage with Sheol, i.e. the place of the dead. The clothing of Messiah introduces eternal life in God’s land. This suggests that, prior to this act, eternal life was not seen in God’s land. If there was no eternal life found in the land prior to this event, then the opposite state, i.e. mortal life, is all that existed in the land.

Ode 22:8-10 reads, “And It chose them from the graves, and separated them from the dead ones. It took dead bones and covered them with flesh. But they were motionless, so It gave them energy for life.” Here the word “It” refers to the right hand of God, i.e. Messiah. It is the Messiah who chooses (rescues?) believers from their graves. This choosing separates the chosen from those who are not chosen. The ones who are not chosen remain behind in the grave. They are in a state of death. Messiah is said to take “dead bones,” not “live bones,” and cover them with flesh. Those who are so clothed with flesh are motionless until Messiah gives them energy (spirit?) for life, that is, reanimates them. (This sounds very much like a description of resurrection from death to life. This observation may not seem significant but it will be seen to be when compared with Charlesworth’s view, which will be given below.) In contrast, those who are not chosen are not clothed with flesh, their bones remain dead and they are not given energy to become re-animated.

Ode 23:20 reads, “Then all the seducers became headstrong and fled, and the persecutors became extinct and were blotted out.” The “seducers” are those who have been seduced into unbelief and go about seducing others to unbelief. They flee away from, rather than running to, the source that is able to save them from death. They are said to become “extinct” and “blotted out.” This means that they will die and the very remembrance of them will be removed.
Ode 24:9 reads, “And all of them who were lacking perished, because they were not able to express the word so that they might remain.” Those who are lacking (in knowledge and belief) will perish. As we have observed previously, the writer equates “perish” with “death.” These persons are not able to express the word i.e. the confession of faith in Messiah. Is that inability due to their lack of knowledge/faith or is it their inability to speak because they have died? Both understandings are possible.

Ode 26:11 reads, “Who can interpret the wonders of the Lord? Though he who interprets will be destroyed, yet that which was interpreted will remain.” This is a difficult text, but it appears to be saying that although he who interprets God’s acts is destroyed in death, the interpretation itself cannot be destroyed. This appears to me to be a reflection on the mortality of even those who are righteous. In other words, all human beings, whether righteous or wicked, will be destroyed in death. As we have seen in other passages, this destruction is not final for the righteous believer, though it is for the wicked unbeliever.

Ode 28:6-8 reads, “Because I am ready before destruction comes, and have been set on His immortal side. And immortal life embraced me, and kissed me. And from that life is the Spirit which is within me. And it cannot die because it is life.” This verse seems to be an echo of Ode 26:11. The righteous man prepares himself for the destruction that all men must endure. He is confident that he has already been assured through his faith in Messiah that he will not remain in a state of destruction. His faith places him on the side of the one who is immortal and who has the ability to grant him immortality. Because of his faith, he is embraced (or has the sure hope of being embraced) by immortality. Conversely, those lacking this faith can hold no such sure hope. The writer goes on to link immortal life with the Spirit that is within, or will be in him again when his dead bones are clothed again with flesh and energized to become capable of motion. His immortality depends on the immortality of the energizing Spirit.

Ode 28:17 reads, “And I did not perish, because I was not their brother, nor was my birth like theirs.” The speaker in this verse is apparently the Messiah. He is not denying that he died. He is claiming that he has been rescued from the grave while his enemies either have not been (or will not be) so rescued.

Ode 29:4 reads, “And he caused me to ascend from the depths of Sheol, and from the mouth of death He drew me.” The “he” in this verse refers to the Messiah. The writer is saying that Messiah has caused him to come out of the grave. This appears to be another example of resurrection of the believer from the grave. The writer equates “Sheol” with “the mouth of death.”

Ode 29:10 reads, “And the Lord overthrew my enemy by His Word, and he became like the dust which a breeze carries off.” The writer’s enemy, the unbeliever, becomes like dust that is carried off in the wind. This sounds very much like the reduction of a person to ashes (in the lake of fire?) and the dissolution, or scattering, of the once united components of the body. This carries the connotation of utter destruction of the unbeliever.
Ode 31:7 reads, “And possess yourselves through grace, and take unto you immortal life.” Immortal life is something that the writer urges his reader to take unto themselves. There is no need to urge someone to take unto themselves something they already possess.

Ode 33:9 reads, “Be not corrupted nor perish.” In this passage we find a parallel between “corrupted” and “perish.” The writer is admonishing his readers to avoid this terrible end.

Ode 33:12 reads, “And they who have put me on shall not be falsely accused, but they shall possess incorruption in the new world.” The “me” in this verse is Grace personified. Those who accept God’s grace will possess incorruption in the age to come. This suggests that those who do not accept God’s grace will not possess incorruption in that future day.

Ode 34:6 reads, “Grace has been revealed for your salvation. Believe and live and be saved.” Salvation (from the penalty of sin, death) is found only through accepting the grace of God. Those who believe and live a righteous life will be saved. In contrast, those who do not accept God’s grace are unbelievers. They will not live righteously and will not see salvation.

Ode 38:3 reads, “And became for me a haven of salvation, and set me on the place of immortal life.” In context, it is Truth personified that sets the believer on the place of immortal life. Those who are not guided by Truth are not set on the place of immortal life. They remain set on the place of mortal life.

Ode 39:12 reads, “And they are neither blotted out, nor destroyed.” This verse is speaking of the sure path of Messiah’s footsteps. Just as his footsteps are not “blotted out, nor destroyed,” neither will the footsteps of those who follow in Messiah’s path – who place their trust in him. Those who do not obediently follow Messiah walk a different path. There is no such assurance of protection from being “blotted out, nor destroyed” for those walking another path.

Ode 40:6 reads, “And His possessions are immortal life, and those who receive it are incorruptible.” God’s possession is immortal life. It is something that belongs to Him and man must receive it as a gift from Him in order to be incorruptible. If man possessed immortal life inherently, there would be no need to receive the gift of immortality from Him. Those who do not receive the gift are corruptible.

Ode 41:3 reads, “We live in the Lord by His grace, and life we receive by His Messiah.” The “life” we receive by God’s Messiah is that of immortality. There is no immortality for man apart from accepting the grace of God. That immortal life is dispensed by God’s Messiah. Those who do not follow the Messiah do not receive life in the age to come.

Ode 41:11 reads, “And His Word is with us in all our way, the Savior who gives life and does not reject ourselves.” God’s “Word,” the “Savior,” is His Messiah. He gives (immortal) life to those who follow him. Those who do not follow Messiah will be rejected. In other words, those who will not follow Messiah will not receive (immortal) life from him.
Ode 41:15 reads, “The Messiah in truth is one. And He was known before the foundations of the world, that He might give life to persons for ever by the truth of His name.” This verse restricts the gift of life to persons who accept the truth that the person able to give the gift is God’s Messiah. Since all persons have life, the “gift of life” implies that Messiah is able in the name of his God, by His authority, to grant something that man lacks in his life. That something is immortality, but only for those who believe and follow him.

Ode 42:10-13 reads, “I was not rejected although I was considered to be so, and I did not perish although they thought it of me. Sheol saw me and was shattered, and Death ejected me and many with me. I have been vinegar and bitterness to it, and I went down with it as far as its depth. Then the feet and the head it released, because it was not able to endure my face.” The speaker in this passage is Messiah. His enemies thought they had caused him to perish. Ultimately, they have not. The place of the dead (the grave) and death were not able to hold him. This vivid imagery describes the resurrection of Messiah from the dead. As we have seen in earlier passages, the hope of mortal man is to be resurrected from the dead, by the one who defeated death and the grave.

Without question, the author(s) of the Odes of Solomon presented a view on human immortality that is clearly Conditionalist in tenor. The description of dead bones being clothed with flesh and being re-animated by the injection of spirit is the classic description of resurrection from the dead. The author is blunt in confining this life to those who believe and follow Messiah.

Immortality is the possession of God alone. He granted it to His Messiah when He resurrected him from the place of the dead. The once mortal Messiah has put on immortality. It is this same Messiah that will resurrect from the place of the dead those who follow and obey him, and clothe them with immortality.

Charlesworth’s comments on the concept of immortal life pictured in the odes are somewhat perplexing. He writes, “The Odist professes neither the Greek concept of an immortal soul that is transmigrated from one body to another nor the Jewish concept of the resurrection of the body…The Odist rather exults in his salvation and experience of immortality because he has taken off a corrupt garment and put on a garment of incorruption…All of this language is used to state emphatically that his immortality is geographically here and chronologically now.”

Certainly the odes do not profess the Greek concept of an immortal soul, even without speaking of transmigration “from one body to another”. However, the odes do not fail to express the Jewish concept of the resurrection of the body.

Charlesworth understands the odist to say that the change from corruption to incorruption has literally occurred in the odist’s natural lifetime – it is something that has already been obtained by the followers of Messiah. But it seems clear that the odist is expressing the sure hope that the follower has in Messiah. It is hope held in prospect; the literal accomplishment is sure but reserved for the day when Messiah bodily resurrects the believer from the dead and clothes him with immortality.

---

12 Charlesworth, op. cit., p. 731.
I acknowledge both that I lack Charlesworth’s academic credentials and that my understanding of the odes may be biased by my own belief in the Jewish concept of human immortality. It is possible that I am reading something into the text that is not there. Keeping that concession in mind, I am respectfully suggesting for consideration the proposition that the odist does in fact express the Jewish concept of a bodily resurrection of mortal believers to immortal life in the age to come.
IGNATIUS OF ANTIOCH

Ignatius Theophorus (this nickname means “the Bearer of God”) was born approximately AD 35, probably in Syria. He was a pupil of the Apostle John, and served as the third Bishop of Antioch at the end of the first century and the beginning of the second. He was martyred at the Colosseum in Rome on Monday, December 20, AD 107, by being thrown to the lions.\(^{13}\)

During his final journey (to Rome), Ignatius wrote seven Epistles, usually referred to as Ig. Ephesians, Ig. Magnesians, Ig. Trallians, Ig. Romans, Ig. Philadelphians, Ig. Smyrnaeans, and Ig. Polycarp.

These Epistles contain many references to immortality and the final destiny of the unsaved. For example:

*Ig. Ephesians* 5:7 quotes John 3:36 as saying, “he who does not obey the Son shall not see life” (this is a substantially accurate quotation, except that Ignatius substitutes “obey” for John’s “believe”). The point is that the unsaved will not experience “life” after their judgment.

*Ig. Ephesians* 7:1 describes the final destiny of those who “practice things unworthy of God” as destruction (not torment!), and the following verse (7:2) quotes Proverbs 11:3 as saying, “the destruction of the ungodly is sudden” (actually, Proverbs 11:3 says, “the perverseness of transgressors shall destroy them” -- not exactly the same statement, but a similar statement using the same key word, “destroy”). Later in the same chapter (7:5-7), Ignatius says that “Jesus...was...immortal” though living “in a mortal body” and that “He became subject to corruption (i.e., the disintegration of the body that follows death), that He might free our souls from death and corruption, and heal (or, “save”) them, and might restore them to health, when they were diseased with ungodliness and wicked lusts.” If our “souls” must be freed from death, they certainly cannot be “immortal” as Ignatius says Jesus was (i.e., before He “became subject to corruption”!

*Ig. Ephesians* 16:3, describing the fate of false teachers, says that “those that corrupt mere human families are condemned to death” and that those “who endeavor to corrupt the Church” will suffer everlasting punishment precisely because Jesus, for the sake of the Church, “endured the cross, and submitted to death!” Apparently Ignatius saw “death” and “everlasting punishment” as essentially the same thing. In the next verse (16:4), he goes on to say that whoever “sets at nought His (i.e., Christ’s) doctrine, shall go into hell.” -- and, in the following verse (16:5), that In like manner, every one that has received from God the power of distinguishing, and yet follows an unskilful shepherd (i.e., a false teacher), and receives a false opinion for the truth, shall be punished.” Again, he seems to equate the “punishment” with “hell”, which, in the previous verse, he had equated with death”. For Ignatius, then, the terms “death”, “hell”, and “everlasting punishment” would seem to be interchangeable, and all of them the literal opposite of “immortality.”

\(^{13}\) Lake, *op. cit.*, p. 166.
Ig. Ephesians 17:1 says, “For this end did the Lord receive ointment on his head that he might breathe immortality on the Church.”¹⁴ (without such a “breathing”, therefore, no human being would possess “immortality”).

Ig. Ephesians 20:2 refers to the bread of Holy Communion as “the medicine of immortality, and the antidote which prevents us from dying, [which causes] that we should live forever in Jesus Christ.” Again, Ignatius contrasts “immortality” and living “forever” with “dying” (not “undergoing eternal torment”).

Ig. Magnesians 5:1 says, “Seeing, then, that all things (including, as we will see momentarily, human lives) have an end, and there is set before us life (meaning, of course, “eternal” life) upon our observance [of God’s precepts], but death (not “eternal torment”) as the result of disobedience,...let us flee from death, and make choice of life.”

Ig. Magnesians 10:1 reads, “For were He to reward us according to our works, we would cease to be.” (The Greek expression here translated “cease to be” is ouketi esmen.)

Ig. Trallians 2:1 says, “For when you are in subjection to the bishop as to Jesus Christ it is clear to me that you are living not after men, but after Jesus Christ, who died for our sake, that by believing on his death you may escape death (not ‘torment’).”¹⁵

Ig. Trallians 8:3, referring to Jesus, says, “He gave Himself a ransom for us, that He might cleanse us by His blood from our old ungodliness, and bestow life on us when we were almost on the point of perishing through the depravity that was in us.”

Ig. Trallians 11:3, referring to certain false teachers, says, “the children of the evil one...produce death-bearing fruit (i.e., their false teaching), whereof if any one tastes, he instantly dies, and that not a mere temporary death, but one that shall endure for ever.” (Notice that Ignatius says that their “death” shall “endure for ever”, not their “souls”!)

By contrast to those who fall victim to the false teachers, Ig. Trallians 11:8 says, “Christ invites you to [share in] His immortality, by His passion and resurrection, inasmuch as ye are His members.” So, according to Ignatius, the “members” of the Body of Christ (i.e. Christians) are invited to experience immortality in contrast to the victims of false teachers, who are threatened with a “death” that shall “endure for ever.”

In Ig. Romans 4:2, Ignatius says, in regard to his approaching martyrdom, “Rather entice the wild beasts that they may become my tomb, and leave no trace of my body, that when I fall asleep I be not burdensome to any.”¹⁶ Note that he says, “fall asleep”, not “go to Heaven”.

In Ig. Philadelphians 3:1, in a discussion of those who follow false teachers, Ignatius refers to the Devil (who “sponsors” false teachers) as “the destroyer of men”; a few verses later, in Ig. Philadelphians 3:7-10, he states that, “if any man does not stand aloof from the preacher of
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¹⁴ Lake, op. cit., p. 191.
¹⁵ Ibid., pp. 213-214.
¹⁶ Lake, op. cit., p. 231.
falsehood, he shall be **condemned to hell**.... Have no fellowship with such a man, lest you **perish** along with him, even should he be your father, your son, your brother, or a member of your family.” Note that in this chapter Ignatius defines “condemnation to hell” as “destruction” and “perishing”, not as “torment.”

*Ig. Philadelphians* 8:6 refers to “Jesus Christ, to disobey whom is manifest **destruction**.” (Again, not “torment.”)

*Ig. Smyrneans* 6:1-2 boldly states, “Let no man deceive himself. Unless he believes that Christ Jesus has lived in the flesh, and shall confess His cross and passion, and the blood which He shed for the salvation of the world, he **shall not obtain eternal life**, whether he be a king, or a priest, or a ruler, or a private person, a master or a servant, a man or a woman.” (If “eternal life” must be “obtained” -- and there is a possibility that one might “not obtain” it, then it is clearly not something everyone inherently possesses.) Later in the same chapter (in *Ig. Smyrneans* 6:7), Ignatius quotes John 17:3 as saying, “This is life eternal, to know the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom He has sent.” This is a substantially accurate quotation -- the only change from the original being that Jesus spoke to God, in the second person, while Ignatius alters the quotation to the third person form -- and, incidentally, this verse is yet another “favorite” of many modern Conditionalists, who use it to demonstrate that those who do not “know” God do not possess “life eternal.”

And in *Ig. Polycarp* 2:8, he admonishes his fellow bishop, “Be sober as God’s athlete. The prize is immortality and eternal life, of which you have been persuaded.”17 If “immortality and eternal life” is a “prize”, then it is obviously not something all human beings naturally possess!

In all his epistles, Ignatius “is utterly silent in regard to any Innate Immortality of the soul or anything akin thereto.”18 I conclude, therefore, that he must be classified as a Conditionalist.

---

18 *Froom, op. cit.*, p. 773.
POLYCARP OF SMYRNA

Polycarp was born approximately AD 69 in Smyrna. He was a pupil of the Apostle John, and as a young man “was brought into contact with many who had seen Christ” in person. He served as Bishop of Smyrna during the first half of the second century. A letter from the church at Smyrna to the church in Philomelium, commonly known as The Martyrdom of Polycarp, preserves in meticulous detail the story of how Polycarp was burned at the stake in Smyrna on Saturday, February 23, AD 155, for refusing to give up his faith in Jesus. The letter records his famous statement, “Eighty and six years have I served Him, and He never did me any injury: how then can I blaspheme my King and my Savior?”

According to Irenaeus of Lyons (AD 130-202), Polycarp wrote several Epistles, but only one is available today -- his Epistle to the Philippians, written around AD 109 as a “cover letter” for a collection of the writings of Ignatius of Antioch which Polycarp was sending to the church at Philippi. This Epistle is commonly referred to as Poly. Philippians.

Poly. Philippians does not contain many direct references to immortality and the final destiny of unbelievers, but there are several indirect references to this topic:

Poly. Philippians 2:2 says, “Now, ‘he who raised him’ (i.e., Jesus) from the dead ‘will also raise us up’ if we do his will, and walk in his commandments and love the things which he loved, refraining from all unrighteousness, covetousness, love of money, evil speaking, false witness, ‘rendering not evil for evil, or railing for railing’, or blow for blow, or curse for curse.” (implying that he will not raise us up if we don’t do his will).

Poly. Philippians 5:2 similarly states, “Likewise must the deacons be blameless before his righteousness, as the servants of God and Christ and not of man, not slanderers, not double-tongued, not lovers of money, temperate in all things, compassionate, careful, walking according to the truth of the Lord, who was the ‘servant of all’. For if we please him in this present world we shall receive from him that which is to come; even as he promised to raise us from the dead, and that if we are worthy citizens of his community, ‘we shall also reign with him’, if we have but faith.” Notice again the threefold repetition of the “conditionalist” word if, indicating that we shall not receive from him that which is to come, he will not raise us from the dead, and we shall not reign with him if we do not “please him”, do not be “worthy citizens of his community”, and do not have faith.

Poly. Philippians 7:1 says that “…whosoever perverts the oracles of the Lord to his own lusts, and says that there is neither a resurrection nor a judgment, he is the first-born of Satan.”

On the other hand, Poly. Philippians 9:1-2 says that “Ignatius, and Zosimus, and Rufus,... and... Paul himself, and the rest of the apostles... are [now] in... the presence of the Lord...” -- perhaps indicating that Polycarp should be listed among those Conditionalists who believe that Christians go directly to Heaven at death. Note, however, that this passage says nothing at all
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19 Lake, op. cit., p. 280.
20 Ibid., p. 285.
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about the fate of unbelievers, which is the question at issue between Conditionalists and Naturalists. Also, note that the word “now” is printed in brackets, indicating that the translator (Dr. Cleveland Coxe) supplied it on the theory that it is “implied” in the Greek text, though it is not actually included in it. Finally, note that Polycarp says these deceased apostles “are [now] in... the presence of the Lord...”, not that they are “in Heaven” -- since the Lord is known to be omnipresent, this isn’t really saying a whole lot.

The Martyrdom of Polycarp also contains several references to these topics, some of which are purported to be quotations from Polycarp himself, as, for example, the following:

“You (referring to the proconsul) threaten me with fire which burns for an hour, and after a little is extinguished, but [you] are ignorant of the fire of the coming judgment... reserved for the ungodly.” (Martyrdom 11:4)

“I give You (referring to God) thanks that You have counted me worthy of this day and this hour, that I should have a part in... the resurrection...both of soul and body,...” (Martyrdom 14:3).

(Other references to immortality in The Martyrdom of Polycarp should be studied separately, as not necessarily reflecting Polycarp’s own views, but the views of the authors of the letter. I have not included these authors as “sources” for this book, since it is uncertain how much of the present text of the letter is original, and how much reflects interpolation by later copyists, several of whom are listed in the present text of Chapter 22.)

Polycarp may not have specifically stated that he believed in the final destruction of those who reject Christ, but at least “he never intimates the endless existence of the lost in eternal suffering.”

Barring much evidence to the contrary, then, I feel I must classify him, along with his good friend, Ignatius, as a Conditionalist.

---

22 Froom, op. cit., p. 796.
PAPIAS OF HIERAPOLIS

Papias was born approximately AD 70; we do not know where. He was a pupil of the Apostle John, a friend of “others who had seen the Lord”, and of Polycarp of Smyrna, and served as Bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, during the first half of the second century. He was martyred in Pergamus around AD 163.

Papias wrote a five-volume book titled Explanation of the Lord’s Discourses which was frequently quoted by later writers such as Irenaeus of Lyons (AD 130-202) and Eusebius of Caesarea (AD 263-339). Since no copies of this book have survived to the present day, we know of its contents only from fragments preserved in these quotations.

In none of these fragments does Papias deal directly with the question of human immortality, but there is one passage in which he quotes 1 Corinthians 15:25-26, where the Apostle Paul states, “For he (Jesus) must reign, till he (God) hath put all enemies under his (Jesus’) feet. The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death.” This is a “favorite” passage for many Conditionalists, who understand it as teaching that, first, unbelievers will be “destroyed”, then, the destroying agent (“death”) will itself cease to exist. The Naturalist writers I have consulted seldom refer to this passage at all. It would be difficult, on such slim evidence, to draw a conclusion as to what position Papias held, except to say that, if he were a Naturalist, he didn’t leave any clues behind (that we know of) to convince us that he was. I therefore prefer to classify him, along with his good friend, Polycarp of Smyrna, as a Conditionalist.

—

THE WRITER(S) OF THE *DIDACHE*

The *Didache*, or *Teaching of the Twelve Apostles*, is a catechetical handbook (a manual to be used in instructing new converts to Christianity) written around AD 120 in either Egypt or Syria.\(^{25}\) It presents the moral standards of Christianity as “the Way of Life” (*Didache* 1:2) and sin as “the Way of Death” (*Didache* 5:1).

So far from implying that this “death” involves endless torment of immortal souls, this earliest known attempt at “Systematic Theology” implies that unbelievers will not even so much as rise for judgment! *Didache* 16:6-7 says, “And ‘then shall appear the signs’ of the truth. First the sign spread out in Heaven, then the sign of the sound of the trumpet, and thirdly the resurrection of the dead: but not of all the dead, but as it was said, ‘The Lord shall come and all his saints with him.’”\(^{26}\)

This position (the non-resurrection of the wicked dead) has, in modern times, been held by a small minority of Conditionalists -- for example, by the “Life and Advent Union” denomination, which was founded in 1863, and merged with the Advent Christian General Conference of America in 1964 -- but it has certainly never been held by any Naturalists! There is little question, then, that I must classify the writer(s) of the *Teaching of the Twelve Apostles* with the other Conditionalists of the early part of the second century.

This fact can be further illustrated by reference to *Didache* 10:2, which says, “We give thanks to You, O Holy Father, for Your Holy Name which You have made to tabernacle in our hearts, and for the knowledge and faith and immortality which You have made known to us through Jesus Your Child.”\(^{27}\) This statement implies that the author(s) of the *Didache* did not believe that immortality was a natural attribute of the human soul or spirit. The next verse (*Didache* 10:3) says, “You, Lord Almighty, have created all things for Your Name’s sake, and have given food and drink to men for their enjoyment, that they might give thanks to You, but us have You blessed with spiritual food and drink and eternal light through Your Child (Jesus).”\(^{28}\) This statement, too, implies that the author(s) did not believe that the unsaved (referred to in the verse as “men”) naturally possess eternal life (referred to in the verse as “eternal light”).

I am, therefore, convinced that the unknown author(s) of the *Didache* was, or were, Conditionalist(s).

\(^{25}\) Froom, *op. cit.*, pp. 774-775.
\(^{26}\) Lake, *op. cit.*, p. 333.
QUADRATUS OF ATHENS

Quadratus was born toward the end of the first century, somewhere in Asia Minor. “According to Eusebius, he claimed to have been a disciple of the apostles.” He served as Bishop of Athens during the first half of the second century. We do not know anything about the time or circumstances of his death.

In AD 126, Quadratus wrote an Apology for the Christian Religion which was addressed to Emperor Hadrian. Only a small fragment of this work has been preserved.

What little we have of the Apology emphasizes the resurrection of the dead, frequently using such terms as “raised from the dead” and “raised up”. It makes no mention whatever of the concept of an undying soul. Admittedly this evidence is scanty, but failing any other evidence than this, I prefer to classify Quadratus, at least tentatively, as a Conditionalist, along with his friend and fellow-citizen, Aristides of Athens.

---

29 Moyer, op. cit., p. 337.
Mathetes was born sometime during the second half of the first century; we do not know where. He was a pupil of the Apostle Paul or of one of Paul’s associates. We do not know anything about the time or circumstances of his death.

About AD 130, Mathetes wrote an Epistle to Diognetus (possibly the same Diognetus who was the tutor of the Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius), which was rediscovered in AD 1592. This Epistle is commonly referred to as Diognetus.

Diognetus 6:8 contains the earliest known reference to the term “immortal soul” in a Christian writing: “The immortal soul dwells in a mortal tabernacle.” However, it is not clear that Mathetes believed in Natural Immortality! Several other references lead me to think otherwise. For example:

Diognetus 4:6 refers to any human being, in general, as “mortal”. Diognetus 9:3 describes Christ as “the immortal One” and sinners as “those who are mortal”.

In Diognetus 9:2, Mathetes speaks of “our unworthiness of attaining life” and in Diognetus 9:10, Mathetes states “that our nature was unable to attain to life”, so that we must “esteem Him our...Life”. All of these references seem to imply that Mathetes did not believe that human beings are naturally immortal.

Again, in Diognetus 9:3, Mathetes says that “when our wickedness had reached its height, and it had been clearly shown that its reward, punishment and death, was impending over us...He gave His own Son as a ransom for us....”

Furthermore, regarding the final punishment of the wicked, Diognetus 8:3 refers to “fire” as that “to which they themselves (i.e., pagan philosophers) [are] by and by to come”, and Diognetus 10:20 states that “what is truly death...is reserved for those who shall be condemned to the eternal fire, which shall afflict those even to the end that are committed to it.” (“The ‘end’ of what,” one might well ask, “if not of their existence?”)

Finally, in Diognetus 12:4, he says that “it is not the tree of knowledge that destroys -- it is disobedience that proves destructive.” Diognetus 12:5-6 go on to say, “God...planted the tree of life in the midst of paradise, revealing...the way to life....For neither can life exist without knowledge, nor is knowledge secure without life.”

I feel justified, then, after all, though perhaps with something less than certainty, in classifying Mathetes, at least tentatively, as a Conditionalist.

---

CLEMENT OF CORINTH

The document commonly called 2 Clement has long been puzzling to patristic scholars. According to M.B. Riddle, it is the work of “an unknown author” who may have been the bishop of Corinth “between AD 120 and AD 140”\(^{31}\) – for this reason, I will call him “Clement of Corinth” as a means of honoring both the tradition that it written by “Clement” and the probability that it was written in Corinth.

2 Clement 1:7 states that Jesus Christ “saved us when we were ready to perish;” verse 9 of the same chapter adds that “our whole life was nothing else than death;” and verse 11 refers to “the destruction to which we were exposed (before He saved us).”

2 Clement 2:6 describes “sinners” (2 Clement 2:5, quoting Matthew 9:13) as “those who are perishing;” 2 Clement 2:8 also refers to them as “perishing” and “hastening to destruction.”

By contrast, 2 Clement 5:5 describes “the promise of Christ” as “life everlasting,” and verse 6 goes on to ask, “By what course of conduct, then, shall we attain [this blessing]?” Of course, no “course of conduct” would be necessary to “obtain” something that one already possessed by nature!

In Chapter 6, Clement discusses the “enmity” between “this world and the next” (verse 4). In this context, he describes the things “which are to come” as being “incorruptible” (verse 7). By contrast (if we do not “do the will of Christ”), “nothing shall deliver us from eternal punishment” (verse 8). Since the opposite of “incorruptible” is, by definition, “corruptible,” Clement’s view of “eternal punishment” must be that of “corruption” (a word often used interchangeably with both “death” and “destruction” in the writings we have been studying).

Again, 2 Clement 7:3 refers to “the straight course” as “the race that is incorruptible” and 2 Clement 7:7 refers to it as “the incorruptible contest.”

In Chapter 8, Clement says that “by doing the will of the Father, and keeping the flesh holy, and observing the commandments of the Lord, we shall obtain eternal life” (verse 4) and actually “quotes” the Lord as saying, “Keep the flesh holy and the seal undefiled, that ye may receive eternal life” (verse 6). “Some have thought this a quotation from an unknown apocryphal book, but it seems rather an explanation of the preceding words.”\(^{32}\)

2 Clement 15:2 uses the rather rare expression “perishing soul” to describe an unsaved hearer of his message. In Chapter 17, he exhorts his hearers, “Let us therefore repent from the whole heart, that no one of us perish” (verse 1) and exclaims, “how much more ought a soul already knowing God not to perish!” (verse 2). Later in the same chapter, he says, “let us attempt to make advances in the commandments of the Lord, that…we may be gathered together unto life (clearly, eternal life)” (verse 4). By contrast, in verse 10, he says that “those that have…denied Jesus…are punished with grievous torments in unquenchable fire.” He does not,

\(^{31}\) Roberts, *op. cit.*, vol. 7, p. 513.

\(^{32}\) Ibid., p. 519, footnote 16.
however (as modern Naturalists often do), insist that these “torments” continue forever. Saying that the “fire” is “unquenchable” merely emphasizes that its destructive work will continue unabated until it is completed! Remember, this fate is positioned to be opposite to the promise of (eternal) “life” to those who escape it. It cannot consist, then, in “living forever” in a “worse condition.” It must consist of eventually ceasing to live.

In Chapter 19, Clement urges his hearers to “repent with the whole heart, thus giving to yourselves salvation and [eternal] life” (verse 2). Later in the same chapter, he promises those who “suffer evil in the world” that “they shall enjoy the immortal fruit of the resurrection” (verse 8), leading to the experience of “living again...for an eternity” (verse 10).

Finally, in his concluding doxology, Clement refers to Jesus as the “Prince of incorruption” (2 Clement 20:6).

Clement’s book (which is really a homily, or sermon) acquired the title “2 Clement” because for a long time it was mistakenly thought (by many people) to have been written by Clement of Rome, whose Epistle to the Corinthians (the only work he is known to have written) was therefore called “1 Clement” (see above). Certainly this mistake could not have been made had Clement of Corinth held to a different view of such a foundational doctrine as that of Human Immortality. But we have already seen that there is no doubt but that Clement of Rome was a Conditionalist. This fact alone – bolstered, however, as it is, by the numerous references just cited – is sufficient to make it clear that Clement of Corinth, like his predecessor and namesake, was a Conditionalist.
The so-called Epistle of Barnabas was written approximately AD 135 by an unknown Jewish Christian who is now commonly referred to as “Barnabas of Alexandria”. This Barnabas is not the Apostle Barnabas, who accompanied the Apostle Paul; but he is usually classified as one of the Apostolic Fathers.  

In several places Barnabas describes the reward of the Christian as an opportunity to “live forever” (thus implying that the unsaved will not live forever). For example:

In Barnabas 6:3, he quotes Isaiah 28:16 as saying, “he who hopes in him shall live forever.” Actually, Isaiah 28:16 reads, “he that believeth shall not make haste.” The Apostle Paul similarly rephrases this verse when he quotes it, in Romans 10:11, as saying, “Whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed.” In any case, Barnabas’ point (by implication) is that those who do not “hope in him” will not “live forever.”

In Barnabas 8:5, he refers to this quote again, saying, “And why was the wool put on the wood? Because the kingdom of Jesus is on the wood, and because those who hope on him shall live forever.”

In Barnabas 9:6, he quotes Psalm 34:12 as asking, “Who is he that wishes to live forever?” Actually, Psalm 34:12 reads, “What man is he that desireth life, and loveth many days?” So, while David may only have been asking about a long life, Barnabas clearly understands him to be asking about eternal life. But, if human beings naturally possessed immortality, neither question would make any sense.

In Barnabas 11:10, he refers to Ezekiel 47:1-12 as teaching that “there was a river flowing on the right hand, and beautiful trees grew out of it, and whoever shall eat of them shall live forever.” This is a fair summary of the rather lengthy passage in Ezekiel. Barnabas 11:11 goes on to “explain” this teaching by saying, “He means that whoever hears and believes these things spoken shall live forever.”

Regarding the destiny of unbelievers, Barnabas 6:2 quotes Isaiah 50:9 as saying, “Woe unto you, for you shall all wax old as a garment and the moth shall eat you up.” This is a fairly accurate quotation.

In Barnabas 11:7, he quotes Psalm 1:4-6 as saying, “It is not so with the wicked, it is not so; but they are even as the chaff which the wind drives away from the face of the earth. Therefore the wicked shall not rise up in judgment, nor sinners in the counsel of the righteous, for the Lord knows the way of the righteous, and the way of the ungodly shall perish.” This, too, is a fairly

33 Froom, op. cit., p. 778.
34 Lake, op. cit., p. 359.
36 Ibid., p. 383.
37 Lake, op. cit., p. 383.
38 Ibid., p. 359.
39 Ibid., p. 381.
accurate quotation, and the passage is another “favorite” of many Conditionalist writers. Note that Barnabas has rephrased Psalm 1:5 slightly, so that it reads, “the wicked shall not rise up in judgment,” where the Psalm actually says, “the wicked shall not stand in the judgment.” This may be an indication that he held to the “non-resurrectionist” position I have described in connection with our discussion of the Didache (see page 19).

Barnabas 15:9 says, “His Son, coming [again], shall destroy the time of the wicked man, and judge the ungodly....” If the “time” of the wicked man is to be “destroyed” by the “judgment” of the “ungodly”, the wicked and ungodly men must themselves be “destroyed”, or they would somehow be existing without having any “time” in which to do so. Three verses later (15:12), Barnabas goes on to say, “we ourselves, having received the promise, wickedness no longer existing, and all things having been made new by the Lord, shall be able to work righteousness.” If “wickedness” is no longer to be “existing” after the judgment day, then wicked, ungodly people must themselves no longer be existing then. So they certainly cannot be immortal if there is to come a time when they will cease to exist.

Barnabas 20:1 says that “the Way of the Black One (i.e., the Devil) is crooked and full of cursing, for it is the way of death eternal with punishment, and in it are the things that destroy their soul: idolatry, frowardness, arrogance of power, hypocrisy, double-heartedness, adultery, murder, robbery, pride, transgression, fraud, malice, self-sufficiency, enchantments, magic, covetousness, the lack of the fear of God;”

And Barnabas 21:1-3 says, “It is good, therefore, that he who has learned the ordinances of the Lord, as many as have been written, should walk in them. For he who does these things shall be glorified in the kingdom of God, and he who chooses the others shall perish with his works. For this reason there is a resurrection, for this reason there is a recompense.”

In the entire epistle no mention is made of an “immortal soul” or of “endless torment”. Clearly, Barnabas of Alexandria must be classified as a Conditionalist.

---

40 Ibid., p. 407.
41 Ibid., pp. 407-409.
ARISTIDES OF ATHENS

Marcianus Aristides was born sometime late in the first century, probably in Athens. He was a philosopher, and continued to wear his philosopher’s robe after he became a Christian in the early part of the second century. We do not know anything about the time or circumstances of his death.

Aristides wrote an Apology approximately AD 140, addressed to the Roman Emperor, Antoninus. This book was lost for hundreds of years, but was rediscovered in the late nineteenth century.42

The Apology makes two statements on the subject of immortality. In Chapter 1, it says that “God” (not man!) is “immortal”; and, in Chapter 7, it says that man “has a beginning and an end” and is “destroyed” by “death”. These affirmations are common in Conditionalist writings. On the other hand, Aristides does not make any statements that would incline me to the view that he was a Naturalist. Therefore, I classify him as a Conditionalist.

42 Moyer, op. cit., p. 16.
HERMAS OF ROME

Hermas was born approximately AD 100 in Rome. His brother, Pius I, served as the tenth Bishop of Rome AD 140-155. Hermas and Pius may have been grandsons of the Hermas to whom the Apostle Paul sent greetings in Romans 16:14. We do not know anything about the time or circumstances of his death.

About AD 154, Hermas wrote a novel (a sort of “second-century Pilgrim’s Progress”) called The Pastor (or The Shepherd), which is in three parts, known, respectively, as the Visions, the Commandments, and the Similitudes (or Parables). Pius officially commended this book “as a useful instruction for the people.” As a result, it became very popular, and many people thought it should be included in the New Testament.

The Shepherd frequently uses the expression “live unto God” to mean “live forever” (a usage possibly derived from Romans 6:10, where the Apostle Paul, speaking of Christ, says, “in that he died, he died unto sin once: but in that he lives, he lives unto God” -- clearly, in this context, meaning, “he lives forever”), and almost always connects this expression with some condition such as “if you shall keep all these commandments.” Here are some examples of this usage:

“Keep these things, and cast all lust and iniquity far from you, and put on righteousness, and you shall live unto God, if you shall keep this commandment.” (Commandments 1:5)

“And whoever shall hearken to this command, and do it, and shall depart from all lying, he shall live unto God.” (Commandments 3:10)

“You shall live if you shall keep these my commandments. And whoever shall hear and do these commands shall live unto God.” (Commandments 4:17)

“Keep therefore your chastity and modesty, and you shall live unto God.” (Commandments 4:27)

“As many as shall repent with all their hearts, shall live unto God.” (Commandments 5:9)

“Whoever shall observe these commandments shall live unto God.” (Commandments 5:19)

“As many as shall submit to his work, shall live also unto God.” (Commandments 6:18)

“Keep yourself therefore from them, that you may live unto God.” (Commandments 8:7)

“If you shall keep all these commandments, you shall live unto God. And all those who shall keep these commandments shall live unto God.” (Commandments 8:12)

“Do you therefore keep the virtue of faith, and depart from doubting, in which is no virtue, and you shall live unto God. And all shall live unto God, as many as do these things.” (Commandments 9:11)

“Cleanse yourself from sadness, which is evil, and you shall live unto God. And all others shall live unto God, as many as shall lay aside sadness and put on cheerfulness.” (Commandments 10:23)

“Whoever therefore shall depart from all evil desires, shall live unto God.” (Commandments 12:6)

“Keep his commands, that you may live unto God.” (Commandments 12:33)

“And all they also shall keep them who shall cleanse their hearts from the vain desires of the present world, and shall live unto God.” (Commandments 12:36)

“If you do these things, and fear him, and abstain from every evil work, you shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 5:6)

“Keep therefore both of them pure, and you shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 5:63)

“Whoever shall walk in them shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 6:1)

“Walk in my commands, and you shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 6:6)

“Say unto all men that they repent, and they shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 8:79)

“Whoever shall repent with all their hearts, and cleanse themselves from all the evils that I have before mentioned, and not add anything more to their sins, shall receive from the Lord the cure of their former iniquities, if they shall not make any doubt of these commands, and shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 8:82)

“If these therefore shall repent, they shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 9:204)

By contrast, in many places, Hermas describes the final destiny of the wicked as “death”, “destruction”, “not live”, “die unto God”, etc. Here are some examples of this usage:

“The remembrance of evils works death.” (Visions 2:23)

“Be innocent and without disguise; so shall you be like an infant who knows no malice which destroys the life of man.” (Commandments 2:1)

“They who do such things follow the way of death.” (Commandments 4:2)

“The evil way has not a good end, but has many stumbling-blocks; it is rugged and full of thorns, and leads to destruction.” (Commandments 6:4)
“He that cannot keep himself from these things, cannot live unto God.” (Commandments 8:4)

“It is very horrible and wild: and by its wildness consumes men. And especially if a servant of God shall chance to fall into it, except he be very wise, he is ruined by it. For it destroys those who have not the garment of a good desire: and are engaged in the affairs of the present world; and delivers them unto death.” (Commandments 12:2)

“They that are subject unto [evil desires] shall die forever.” (Commandments 12:6)

“Fear the Lord Almighty, who is able to save and to destroy you.” (Commandments 12:33)

“The wicked, like the trees which you saw dry, shall as such be found dry and without fruit in that other world; and like dry wood shall be burnt.” (Similitudes 4:4)

“If you shall defile the Holy Spirit, you shall not live.” (Similitudes 5:59)

“These kind of men are ordained to death.” (Similitudes 6:13)

“They that are dead, are utterly gone forever.” (Similitudes 6:15)

“Whoever shall continue in them, and shall not repent of what they have done, shall bring death upon themselves.” (Similitudes 6:44)

“All these are dead unto God: and you see that none of them have repented, although they have heard my commands which you have delivered to them. From these men therefore life is far distant.” (Similitudes 8:52)

“They that shall not repent shall lose both [the opportunity for] repentance and life.” (Similitudes 8:54)

“For those who repent not, death is prepared.” (Similitudes 8:55)

“They that shall not repent, but shall continue on in their wicked doings, shall die the death.” (Similitudes 8:59)

“If anyone shall again return to his dissension, he shall be shut out from the tower, and shall lose his life.” (Similitudes 8:63)

“By seditions and contempt of the law, they shall purchase death to themselves.” (Similitudes 8:64)

“If they shall not repent, they shall die.” (Similitudes 8:67)

“Many have altogether departed from God. These have utterly lost life.” (Similitudes 8:68)
“If they shall continue in their evil doing they shall die.” (Similitudes 8:69)

“They that repent not, but continue still in their pleasures, are nigh to death.” (Similitudes 8:74)

“They that shall continue to add to their transgressions, and shall still converse with the lusts of the present world, shall condemn themselves to death.” (Similitudes 8:83)

“If they shall live wickedly, they shall be doubly punished, and shall die forever.” (Similitudes 9:173)

“If they shall continue in their evil courses, they shall be delivered to those women that will take away their life.” (Similitudes 9:192)

“These also may live, if they shall presently repent; but if not, they shall be delivered to those women, who shall take away their life.” (Similitudes 9:197)

“If you shall not [repent], you shall be delivered to him unto death.” (Similitudes 9:209)

“But he who will repent must hasten on his repentance, before the building of this tower is finished: otherwise he shall be delivered by those women to death.” (Similitudes 9:225)

“The words of such persons infect and destroy men.” (Similitudes 9:227)

“Some of them, having repented, have been saved, and so shall others of the same kind be also saved, if they shall repent; but if not, they shall die.” (Similitudes 9:228)

“Take heed therefore, you who have such thoughts, that this mind continue not in you, and you die unto God.” (Similitudes 9:238)

“If you shall continue in malice, and in the remembrance of injuries, no such sinners shall live unto God.” (Similitudes 9:276)

“But they that shall not keep his commands, flee from their life, and are adversaries to it. And they that follow not his commands, shall deliver themselves to death.” (Similitudes 10:13)

“And whoever shall walk in these commands, shall live, and be happy in his life. But he that shall neglect them, shall not live.” (Similitudes 10:23)

The doctrine of Conditional Immortality has perhaps never been more clearly expressed than in Commandments 7:6, which reads, “They only who fear the Lord and keep His commandments have life with God; but as to those who keep not His commandments, there is no life in them.”

“Hermas clearly does not hold to inherent, indefeasible immortality for the wicked.”44 At no point in this book (which is about as long, in verses, as the Gospel According to Matthew)

44 Froom, op. cit., p. 788.
does he mention, or even hint at, the concepts of the soul going to Heaven or Hell at death, the eternal torment of the damned, an “immortal soul”, or an “undying spirit”. Yet, so far from representing a minority position in the Early Church, we know that The Shepherd was quoted as Scripture by Irenaeus of Lyons (AD 130-202); was praised by Tertullian of Carthage (AD 145-220); was considered divinely inspired by Origen of Alexandria (AD 185-254); was read publicly in the churches in the time of Eusebius of Caesarea (AD 263-339); was cited by Athanasius of Alexandria (AD 296-373); was applauded by Jerome of Bethlehem (AD 345-420); and was attached to some of the most ancient manuscripts of the New Testament itself.\(^{45}\) I must conclude both that Hermas himself was a Conditionalist and that he wrote The Shepherd at a time in history when Conditionalism was held by the predominant majority of Christians.

Furthermore, since we have now completed our study of the Apostolic Fathers, and found none of them to be Naturalists, I must agree with Dr. James K. Brandyberry’s conclusion that, “the teaching of innate immortality is absent from the Apostolic Fathers, those Christian writers who lived nearest to or whose lives partly paralleled the last of the apostles.”\(^{46}\)

\(^{45}\) Schepps, *op. cit.*, p. 197.

\(^{46}\) Brandyberry, James, *Development of the Doctrine of Immortality from the Apostolic Fathers to Augustine*, p. 4.
THE SUB-APOSTOLIC FATHERS

As mentioned previously, the Sub-Apostolic Fathers who wrote on the subject of human immortality were:

Justin of Samaria (AD 106-165)
Tatian of Assyria (AD 110-180)
Theophilus of Antioch (AD 115-181)
Melito of Sardis (AD ?-190)
Athenagoras of Athens (AD 127-190)
Polycrates of Ephesus (AD 125-196)
Irenaeus of Lyons (AD 130-202)

Their writings cover approximately the second half of the second century AD.
JUSTIN OF SAMARIA

Flavius Justinus, popularly known as Justin Martyr (this nickname means “the Witness”), was born approximately AD 106 in Flavia Neapolis (formerly known as Shechem, now known as Nablus), in Samaria. As a young man, he studied in all of the major philosophical schools of the Greeks -- Stoic, Aristotelian, Pythagorean, and Platonist. “These philosophies never satisfied him.” He was converted to Christianity around AD 130, but continued to wear the distinctive clothing of a philosopher, “as a token that he had attained the only true philosophy.” He traveled extensively, eventually (by AD 150) settling in Rome, where he worked as a teacher. Justin “was really the first to strive to interpret Christianity from the Greek point of view.” During this time, Christians were constantly being persecuted. Along with other Christians, Justin was interrogated by Q. Junius Rusticus, who was the prefect of the city of Rome. The Christians were ordered to renounce Christianity and offer sacrifices to the Roman gods. Along with Justin, they all refused to renounce their faith and were therefore beheaded for their profession of Christianity sometime between AD 163 and AD 167.

Justin’s writings include his First Apology (AD 155), a Dialogue With Trypho (AD 158), and his Second Apology (AD 161), as well as several smaller and lesser-known treatises, such as Discourse to the Greeks, Address to the Greeks, On the Sole Government of God, and On the Resurrection.

In First Apology 8:2, Justin says, “...impelled by the desire of the eternal and pure life, we [Christians] seek the abode that is with God, the Father and Creator of all, and hasten to confess our faith, persuaded and convinced as we are that they who have proved to God by their works that they followed Him, and loved to abide with Him where there is no sin to cause disturbance, can obtain these things.” Dustin Smith (in his unpublished paper on Justin Martyr) comments, “...eternal life...sounds like something that we do not have because it is something that we long for....eternal life is something that we can obtain.” But why would we desire – and why would we need to obtain – eternal life if we already possessed it by nature?

In First Apology 10:4, Justin says, “...in the beginning [God] created us when we were not,” and he goes on to argue, on this premise, “in like manner, those who choose what is pleasing to Him are ... deemed worthy of incorruption....” This argument would seem to imply that: 1) those who do not choose what is pleasing to Him are not deemed worthy of incorruption, or immortality; and 2) since the unsaved did not exist before being created, they will not exist when the saved are made immortal.

In First Apology 13:1, Justin presents one of several duties of a Christian as “to present before [God] petitions for our existing again in incorruption through faith in Him.” If, however, souls (even of those who do not have faith in Him) are by nature incorruptible, as Plato had taught, why would such “petitions” need to be presented?

In First Apology 21:9, Justin says that “only those who have lived near to God are made immortal”. Clearly, from his use of the word “made” in this context, he means to imply that they

47 Smith, Dustin, Justin Martyr, p. 1.
are not “automatically” immortal; also, from his use of the word “only”, he certainly implies that those who have not “lived near to God” are not immortal.

Similarly, in Discourse to the Greeks 5:6, Justin says, “The [Divine] Word... makes mortals immortal,...” It seems like overstating the obvious to point out that “mortals” (by definition) are not “immortal” – and that it takes the miraculous intervention of God to “make” them so! Yet such an obvious statement is precisely what those who hold to Naturalism deny.

In First Apology 26:2-4, as part of a lengthy section on false prophets, Justin describes the career, and subsequent veneration, of Simon Magus (see Acts 8:9-24), going on (in verse 5) to describe Meander of Capparetea as “a disciple of Simon [Magus], and inspired by devils...” In verse 6, he informs us that Meander “persuaded those who adhered to him that they should never die....” -- thus, by implication, affirming, as he does elsewhere, that the wicked do eventually die (as opposed to living forever in conscious torment).

In First Apology 39:10, comparing the loyalty of Roman soldiers to the Roman Emperor with the loyalty of Christians to Christ, Justin says, “if the soldiers enrolled by you, and who have taken the military oath, prefer their allegiance [to you] to their own life...though you can offer them nothing incorruptible, it were verily ridiculous if we, who earnestly long for incorruption, should not endure all things (e.g. persecution, torture, death), in order to obtain what we desire (i.e., incorruption, or immortality) from Him (i.e., God) who is able to grant it.” Why would Christians “earnestly long” to “obtain” immortality from “Him who is able to grant it” if they already possessed it by nature?

First Apology 42:5 reads, “Jesus Christ, being crucified and dead, rose again, and having ascended to heaven, reigned; and by those things which were published in His name among all nations by the apostles, there is joy afforded to those who expect the immortality promised by Him.” Why would Christians be said to “expect” an immortality “promised” by Jesus if all human beings already possessed immortality by nature?

In First Apology 44:8 Justin says that “the sword of God is fire, of which they who choose to do wickedly become the fuel.” In what theory of physics or chemistry does fire’s “fuel” burn forever and never burn up?

Again, in First Apology 54:3, Justin says that “the ungodly among men [are] to be punished by fire.”

Before his conversion, Justin, like all Greek philosophers, must have believed in Natural Immortality. In the first chapter of his Dialogue With Trypho he describes Platonists as those who have “supposed the soul to be immortal” and therefore believe in the soul’s (inherent) immortality. It is all the more instructive, therefore, to observe how vigorously he espoused Conditionalism after becoming a Christian.

The early chapters of Dialogue With Trypho contain Justin’s testimony of how he became a Christian. After describing his previous studies in (Greek) philosophy, Justin tells of his encounter with “a certain old man” (Dialogue With Trypho 3:2) who shared the Gospel of
Christ with him. At one point during that discussion, the “old man” asked Justin, “Is the soul…immortal…?” (Dialogue With Trypho 4:7). “Assuredly,” Justin replied (4:9). The entire following chapter (Dialogue With Trypho 5) is then devoted to the theme, “The Soul Is Not In Its Own Nature Immortal.” In the ninth verse of this chapter, the old man asks, “They (i.e., souls) are not, then, immortal?” Driven to the only logical conclusion (after what has been said in the first eight verses), Justin replies, “No.”

In the following chapter (Dialogue With Trypho 6:7-8), the old man says, “The soul partakes of life, since God wills it to live. Thus, then, it will not even partake [of life] when God does not will it to live.... Whenever the soul must cease to exist, the spirit of life is removed from it, and there is no more soul.”

In Dialogue With Trypho 12:1, Justin quotes Isaiah 55:3 as saying, “Hear My words, and your soul shall live” (this is an accurate quotation of the Septuagint text; the Massorete text simply reads, “hear, and your soul shall live”). Either way, the point is the same: “if a person does not listen then their soul will not live. Because [they believe] it is possible for a soul to ‘not live’...it sounds as if Justin and Isaiah are not Naturalists but clearly Conditionalists.”

In Dialogue With Trypho 39:11, Justin refers to “the wicked and deceitful spirit, the serpent” (Satan), and states that he “will not cease putting to death and persecuting those who confess the name of Christ until He come again, and destroy them all, and render to each his deserts.” Dustin Smith comments, “Here Justin is telling us that Jesus is going to return and then judge the people.... those who are judged in the negative way...are to be destroyed.... the soul...can in fact die, and therefore is not immortal by nature.”

In Dialogue With Trypho 46:15, Justin says, “we [Christians]... rejoice in death, believing that God will raise us up by His Christ, and will make us... immortal....” It would be unnecessary for God to “make” an immortal soul “immortal”!

Similarly, in Dialogue With Trypho 69:18, Justin asserts that “if anyone be... an observer of the doctrines delivered by [Jesus], He shall raise him up at His second advent perfectly sound, after He has made him immortal....” Again, it would be unnecessary for Jesus to “make” an immortal soul “immortal.”

So strongly, in fact, did Justin hold this belief, that he told his Jewish friend, “If you have fallen in with some who are called Christians, but who do not admit this [truth], and venture to blaspheme the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob; who say there is no resurrection of the dead, and that their souls, when they die, are taken to heaven; do not imagine that they are Christians” (Dialogue With Trypho 80:9). This is much stronger language than most modern Conditionalists would use!

In Dialogue With Trypho 100:10, Justin states, “God destroys both the serpent [i.e., Satan] and those angels [i.e., demons] and men [i.e., human beings] who are like him [Satan];
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but works **deliverance** from **death** to those who repent of their wickedness [i.e., Christians] and believe upon Him [i.e., Jesus].” Notice how “death” is equated with “destruction” – and how the latter (destruction) is the punishment of sinners, while the saints are “delivered” from the former (death, not eternal torment).

Similarly, in Second Apology 7:1, Justin says that “the wicked angels and demons and men shall **cease to exist**” in the “**destruction** of the whole world”. Dustin Smith comments, “Justin goes to great [lengths] to show us [that] there will be a time in the future when [wicked] angels, demons, and men will cease to exist. Yet according to [Naturalists] this is impossible because the soul is immortal and will live on forever either in heaven or [hell].… Justin believes that the soul...is not immortal.”

In Dialogue With Trypho 117:6, Justin states, “He [God] shall raise all men from the dead, and appoint some [i.e., Christians] to be incorruptible, **immortal**, and free from sorrow in the everlasting and imperishable kingdom; but shall send others [i.e., non-Christians] away to the everlasting punishment of fire.” Notice how the latter “punishment” is contrasted with the former “appointment”: implying that those who are sent to the “fire” are not “immortal” whereas those who are appointed to the “kingdom” are.

In Dialogue With Trypho 121:11, Justin says that “on His glorious advent” Jesus will **destroy** by all means all those who hated Him, and who unrighteously departed from Him…” (“Destroy”, not “preserve alive in torment”!)

In Address to the Greeks 35:4, Justin urges his readers to **learn** from the Bible “what will **give** you **life everlasting**” – implying, of course, that if they do not learn this information, they will not have everlasting life.

There is a lengthy discussion of this topic in Justin’s treatise On the Resurrection, which includes statements such as the following:

“…the Word...came to us... **giving** to us in Himself...eternal life...” (1:11) (implying that we did not already possess eternal life “in ourselves”).

“**Plato** says...that neither can anything be produced from what is not in being, nor anything be **destroyed** or **dissolved** into what **has not any being**,” (6:3-4) (in contrast to Justin’s own belief that such things are possible, with God).

“For as in the case of a yoke of oxen, if one or other is loosed from the yoke, neither of them can plough alone; so neither can soul or body alone effect anything,” (such as continuing to live for even a moment, let alone forever!) “if they be unyoked from their communion.” (8:4)

“God has **called** man to life and resurrection...” (8:18) (if “man” has to be “called” to life and resurrection, he must not be destined to them apart from such a “call”).
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“...those who say, that...it would not immediately follow that [the body] has the promise of the resurrection...say...the soul is incorruptible...” (8:7,24) (in contrast to Justin’s own belief that the body does have “the promise of the resurrection” to which to look forward, and that the soul is “corruptible”).

“...why do we any longer endure those unbelieving and dangerous arguments, and fail to see that we are retrograding when we listen to such an argument as this: that the soul is immortal,...? For this we used to hear from Pythagoras and Plato (who believed in Natural Immortality),...before we learned the truth (i.e., that the soul is mortal).” (10:6-7)

Dustin Smith concludes, “[Justin] says many things to show that he does not believe that the soul is immortal. He also quotes passages from the Bible that show that souls can die and that the true hope of a believer is in the future realization of the Kingdom of God. Justin’s writings span over 150 pages and [he is] considered to be one of the major contributors of the Sub-Apostolic Fathers.”

Although some scholars have attempted to find traces of Neo-Platonic Naturalism in Justin’s writings (admittedly with a measure of success, and this, not surprisingly, considering his early education), it is the conclusion of an impressive list that he was, indeed, as I have presented him as being, an outspoken Conditionalist.
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TATIAN OF ASSYRIA

Tatian the Apologist was born approximately AD 110 in Assyria. At first he was an eager student of heathen literature and devoted himself to the study of philosophy. Then he became a pupil of Justin Martyr and was converted to Christianity. After the death of his illustrious mentor (in AD 165), Tatian returned to his homeland and founded an ascetic sect called the Encratites (which means “the self-controlled ones”), which was later condemned as heretical. But Tatian himself died long before that happened, in AD 180.

Of his numerous writings, the only ones that have survived are his famous Diatessaron (a Harmony of the Four Gospels, written about AD 175), and an Address to the Greeks which is commonly referred to as the Oratio.

In Oratio 6:4, Tatian says, “just as, not existing before I was born, I knew not who I was, and only existed in the potentiality of fleshly matter, but being born, after a former state of nothingness, I have obtained through my birth a certainty of my existence; in the same way, having been born, and through death existing no longer, and seen no longer, I shall exist again (i.e., after the Resurrection).”

According to Tatian, “the Father who begat Him made man an image of immortality, so that, as incorruption is with God, in like manner, man, sharing in a part of God, might have the immortal principle also” (Oratio 7:1) -- but, at the Fall, man was “separated from him” and became “mortal” (Oratio 7:7). Consequently, sinful man is “fated to... die” (Oratio 11:10).

Discussing pagan mythology about astronomy, Tatian asserts that “men, perjuring themselves for hire,... say... that kings have ascended into heaven...” (Oratio 10:10). Clearly, if Tatian did not believe that “kings” go to heaven when they die, he did not assume that other “men” would. Later in the same chapter (Oratio 10:19), in discussing the story of “the daughter of Tyndarus,” he contrasts the expression “gifted with immortality” with the expression “put to death,” demonstrating again his belief that anyone who dies obviously does not possess immortality.

Oratio 13:1 makes this clear statement: “The soul is not in itself immortal, O Greeks, but mortal.”

That Tatian did not believe in any kind of existence for disembodied souls is clear from his statement, in Oratio 15:2, that, “The human soul... could [never] appear by itself without the body.”

In Oratio 15:14, Tatian refers to the condition of men “after the loss of immortality”. (If immortality has been “lost”, men obviously no longer possess it.) Two verses later, in Oratio
15:16, Tatian says, “men long for immortality.” (But people don’t “long for” something they already possess!)

*Oratio* 16:3 adds, “It is difficult to conceive that the immortal soul, which is impeded by the members of the body, should become more intelligent when it has migrated from it”⁶¹ -- thus ridiculing the common belief of those Greek philosophers, to whom Tatian was speaking, who held to the Natural Immortality doctrine. Two verses later, in *Oratio* 16:5, Tatian refers to “the divine...power that makes souls immortal” -- it would, of course, not require any “power” to “make souls immortal” if, by nature, they already were.

Referring to the final destiny of an unbeliever, Tatian says, in *Oratio* 17:2, “he... will be delivered up in the day of consummation as fuel for the eternal fire.” Fire, of course, completely destroys whatever is “delivered up” to it as “fuel.” This statement is immediately followed by Tatian’s warning to his reader(s), in *Oratio* 17:3, “And you... will gain the same punishment....”

Later in the same chapter (*Oratio* 17:14-15), ridiculing the idea that “relics” of deceased saints can perform miracles, Tatian asks, “how comes it to pass that when alive I was in no wise evil, but that now I am dead and can do nothing, my remains, which are incapable of motion or even sense, should effect something cognizable by the senses? And how shall he who has died by the most miserable death be able to assist in avenging any one?”

Certainly, at least at the time he wrote the *Oratio*, Tatian, like his famous tutor, was a Conditionalist.
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THEOPHILUS OF ANTIOCH

Theophilus was born approximately AD 115 in Mesopotamia. He may have been named after the Theophilus to whom the Gospel According to Luke and the Acts of the Apostles were addressed (Luke 1:3; Acts 1:1). At any rate, he was a pupil of Polycarp of Smyrna, and served as the sixth Bishop of Antioch AD 168-180. He died in Antioch in AD 181.

Theophilus wrote three letters to a pagan friend of his, named Autolycus, which I will refer to as 1 Autolycus, 2 Autolycus, and 3 Autolycus. He also wrote several other books which have since been lost.

There are many references to the subject of human immortality in the brief writings of Theophilus which we possess. For example:

1 Autolycus 7:12-13 says, “When you shall have put off the mortal, and put on incorruption, then shall you see God worthily. For God will raise your flesh immortal with your soul; and then, having become immortal, you shall see the Immortal, if now you believe on Him.”

This is clearly Conditionalist teaching.

In 1 Autolycus 14:7, Theophilus quotes Romans 2:7 (a favorite verse of many modern Conditionists) as saying, “To those who by patient continuance in well-doing seek immortality, he will give life everlasting.” This is a substantially accurate quotation.

In 2 Autolycus 15:6-7, Theophilus makes this interesting analogy: “As the sun remains ever full, never becoming less, so does God always abide perfect, being full of all power, and understanding, and wisdom, and immortality, and all good. But the moon wanes monthly, and in a manner dies, being a type of man; then it is born again, and is crescent, for a pattern of the future resurrection.”

2 Autolycus 24:11 presents the doctrine that “man had been made a middle nature, neither wholly mortal, nor altogether immortal, but capable of either” -- a teaching, again, which is favored by many Conditionists, but is certainly not accepted by Naturalists.

This idea is developed further in 2 Autolycus 27:1-10, which reads, “But someone will say to us, Was man made by nature mortal? Certainly not. Was he, then, immortal? Neither do we affirm this. But one will say, Was he, then, Nothing? Not even this hits the mark. He was by nature neither mortal nor immortal. For, if He had made him immortal from the beginning, He would have made him God. Again, if He had made him mortal, God would seem to be the cause of his death. Neither, then, immortal, nor yet mortal, did He make him, but, as we have said above, capable of both; so that if he should incline to the things of immortality, keeping the commandment of God, he should receive as reward from Him immortality, and should become
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[as] God [is]; but if, on the other hand, he should turn to the things of death, disobeying God, he should himself be the cause of death to himself.""66

Finally, in 3 Autolycus 7:9-10, Theophilus quotes Plato as “asserting that the soul is immortal” and asks, “How can his doctrine fail to seem dreadful and monstrous -- to those at least who have any judgment?”67

So there is no doubt at all but that Theophilus of Antioch was a Conditionalist.
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MELITO OF SARDIS

Melito the Philosopher was born early in the second century; we do not know where. He served as Bishop of Sardis AD 160-177. He died around AD 190.68

Melito was a prolific writer; however, most of his treatises are known only from scanty fragments. He is best known for his Apology to Antoninus Caesar, written around AD 170, and for his Homily on the Passover, which was discovered in AD 1940.

In Apology 7:2, Melito urges the Emperor, “Believe in Him who is in reality God, and to Him lay open your mind, and to Him commit your soul, and He is able to give you immortal life”69 -- in verse 4, he adds, “if you constantly serve Him.”70

And in Apology 12:5 he says, “If you follow after evil, you shall be condemned for your evil deeds; but...if after goodness, you shall receive from Him abundant good, together with immortal life.”71

In Apology 17:14, Melito urges the Emperor, “Fear Him...who can make Himself like a fire, and consume all things.”

Apology 18:13-14 concludes, “At the last time, there shall be a flood of fire, and the earth shall be burnt up, together with its mountains; and mankind shall be burnt up, along with the idols which they have made, and the carved images which they have worshipped; and the sea shall be burnt up, together with its islands; but the just shall be preserved from wrath, like as were their fellows of the ark from the waters of the deluge. And then shall those who have not known God, and those who have made them idols, bemoan themselves, when they shall see those idols of theirs being burnt up, together with themselves, and nothing shall be found to help them.”72

Also, in his Homily, Melito explains that the heritage Adam left mankind was “not immortality but corruption...not life but death....”

Clearly, what little we know of the teaching of Melito leads us to believe that he, too, was a Conditionalist.
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ATHENAGORAS OF ATHENS

Athenagoras was born in AD 127 in Athens. As a young philosopher, he espoused Platonism (which, of course, included the doctrine of Natural Immortality) and tried to refute the claims of Christianity. In order to do so, he studied Christian teaching in great depth. This led to his conversion. He died around AD 190.

The only book we now have, which we are sure was written by Athenagoras, is A Plea for the Christians, published in AD 177. Another book, A Treatise on the Resurrection of the Dead, “is usually ascribed to him,” but “some scholars have regarded it as...written in the third, or even the fourth, century.”

The Plea makes it clear that Athenagoras was a Naturalist, even after his conversion. Part of Chapter 31 reads, “We are persuaded that when we are removed from the present life we shall live another life...as heavenly spirit.... or, falling with the rest, a worse one and in fire; for God has not made us...that we should perish and be annihilated.” Notice that Athenagoras specifically denies that the destiny of unbelievers is to “perish”, which is something that Conditionalist writers frequently affirm.

As mentioned above, we are not sure whether the Treatise was actually written by the same man, but clearly it reflects the same views. Treatise 15:2 says, “The whole nature of men in general is composed of an immortal soul and a body which was fitted to it in the creation.” And Treatise 15:10 adds, “Man, therefore, who consists of the two parts, must continue [to exist] forever.”

As far as we have been able to determine, Athenagoras was the very first Christian writer to teach the doctrine of Natural Immortality -- some 75 years after the death of the Apostle John! Considering his background (before his conversion), it would seem appropriate to conclude that the doctrine of the natural immortality of the soul was literally “imported” into Christianity from Platonism, rather than being any part of ancient Christian theology, as the doctrine of Conditional Immortality evidently was.
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Polycrates of Ephesus

Polycrates was born approximately AD 125, probably in Ephesus. He was the eighth man in his family to serve as a Bishop, and was Bishop of Ephesus in AD 190, when he was excommunicated by the Bishop of Rome (Victor I) because of his stand in the Quartodeciman controversy. This had nothing to do with the subject we are discussing in this book; it was a quarrel over the proper date for the celebration of Easter. Polycrates died around AD 196.

A short excerpt from his Epistle to Victor and the Roman Church Concerning the Day of Keeping the Passover is all we have of this author’s writings.

The excerpt from this letter is full of references to saints of past ages as now “gone to their rest”, being “laid to rest”, “reposing”, “resting”, “lying”, etc., “at” or “in” the places where they died; for example, the Apostle Philip, at Hierapolis; the Apostle John, at Ephesus; Thraseas of Eumenia, at Smyrna; Sagaris, at Laodicea; Melito, at Sardis; etc. Melito, in particular, is described as “awaiting the visitation from heaven, when he shall rise again from the dead.” The whole group thus described “shall rise again in the day of the coming of the Lord, when he comes with glory from heaven and shall raise again all the saints.” These are certainly phrases typically used by those who hold to a Conditionalist, not a Naturalist, view of immortality. Not a word is said of any of these “great luminaries” having “gone to heaven” or “continuing to live on, in the spirit world”, since their death. I conclude that Polycrates of Ephesus was certainly a Conditionalist.
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IRENAEU S OF LYONS

Irenaeus was born sometime before AD 130 in Smyrna. He was a pupil of Polycarp of Smyrna and served as Bishop of Lyons, in Gaul (i.e., what is now known as France), from AD 178 until his death. Irenaeus has been described as a “second-century Fundamentalist” who believed “that Christianity can nevertheless never be a mere philosophy, that it rests rather on revelation and sacred traditions, that it acts in the Holy Spirit and is transmitted only by the Catholic (i.e., universal) Church and its apostolic word.”82 He died in AD 202.83

In AD 185, Irenaeus published a five-volume treatise titled A Refutation and Subversion of Knowledge Falsely So Called. This work is commonly known as Against Heresies; I will refer to its five Books as 1 Heresies, 2 Heresies, 3 Heresies, 4 Heresies, and 5 Heresies, respectively, for the purposes of this book.

The book is full of references to the topic of human immortality. In most of these passages Irenaeus is arguing against the Gnostic idea that the saved will live eternally as disembodied spirits; hence he strongly emphasizes the resurrection and immortality of the body, opposing, in the process, the idea of the innate immortality of the soul. Irenaeus also introduces the expression “confer immortality” (to describe God’s action, which results in that which is mortal changing into that which is immortal), an expression which clearly contradicts the Gnostic idea of innate immortality. For example:

In 1 Heresies 10:1, in a passage that may be described as “the Irenaeian Creed,” he states that God will “confer immortality on the righteous....”

In 2 Heresies 11:1, he states that the “adoption of sons...which is eternal life...takes place through [Jesus] Himself, conferring it [i.e., eternal life] on all the righteous.” (But not, it seems to me he implies, on the unrighteous).

In 2 Heresies 29:2, he says, “God, when He resuscitates our mortal bodies which preserved righteousness, will render them [i.e., our bodies] incorruptible and immortal.”84

And, “souls and spirits... endure as long as God wills that they should have an existence and continuance” since “life does not arise from us, nor from our own nature; but it is bestowed according to the grace of God. And therefore he who shall preserve the life bestowed upon him, and give thanks to Him who imparted it, shall receive also length of days forever and ever. But he who shall reject it, and prove himself ungrateful to his Maker, inasmuch as he has been created, and has not recognized Him who bestowed [the gift upon him], deprives himself of [the privilege of] continuance forever and ever” (2 Heresies 34:3).85 This is a pretty clear statement of the conditional nature of human immortality.
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Similarly, speaking of the Gnostics, Irenaeus states, “these men... cannot receive... immortality.” (4 Heresies 37:6)

Here is another such statement: “This, therefore, was the [object of the] long-suffering of God, that man... may know himself, how mortal and weak he is; while he also understands respecting God, that He is immortal and powerful to such a degree as to confer immortality upon what is mortal and eternity upon what is temporal; and may understand also” that “man, who had been disobedient to God” was “cast off from immortality.” (3 Heresies 20:2)

And another: “He grants to those who follow and serve Him life and incorruption and eternal glory,” (4 Heresies 14:1).

And another: “The Father, too, confers [upon man] incorruption” (4 Heresies 20:5).

And another: “Some, not knowing the power and promise of God, may oppose their own salvation, deeming it impossible for God, who raises up the dead, to have power to confer upon them eternal duration, yet the skepticism of men of this stamp shall not render the faithfulness of God of none effect.” (5 Heresies 5:3)

And another: “Conferring upon them immortality also..., He is shown to be the only God who accomplishes these things, and as Himself the good Father, benevolently conferring life upon those who have not life from themselves.” (5 Heresies 15:1)

And another: “[man] receives incorruptibility not of himself, but by the free gift of God.” (5 Heresies 21:3)

Arguing against the heresy of the Valentinians, Irenaeus says, “they maintain... that God... cannot impart immortality to what is mortal...” (2 Heresies 14:4). Obviously, his own position is that “what is mortal” (a human being) only becomes immortal when God “imparts” immortality to it.

Again, referring to the Apostle Paul, Irenaeus says, “This able wrestler, therefore, exhorts us to the struggle for immortality, that we may be crowned, and may deem the crown precious, namely, that which is acquired by our struggle, but which does not encircle us of its own accord.” (4 Heresies 37:7) Clearly, this somewhat poetic language expresses Irenaeus’ belief that immortality is conditional, not natural.

In a very long sentence (4 Heresies 11:4), Irenaeus says (among other things) that, “...to scoffers, and to those not subject to God, ...to those who... are full of... wickedness, has He assigned everlasting perdition by cutting them off from life.”

Similarly, in another lengthy passage (5 Heresies 27:2), Irenaeus says, “separation from God is death” (not “everlasting conscious torment”!) “and separation from God consists in the loss of all the benefits which He has in store.” (One of those benefits, of course, is “eternal life”; so Irenaeus is clearly saying that “separation from God” equals “death” equals “the loss of eternal life”). Furthermore, he adds, “good things are eternal and without end with God, and
therefore the loss of these is also eternal and never-ending.” So, according to Irenaeus, the punishment of “those...who cast away” God’s “benefits” will be a “never-ending” loss of eternal life.

Arguing with a putative questioner who asks, “Could not God have exhibited man as perfect from the beginning?”, Irenaeus argues, in 4 Heresies 38:1, that Christ “might easily have come to us in His immortal glory, but in that case we could never have endured the greatness of the glory; and therefore it was that He, who was the perfect bread of the Father, offered Himself to us as milk, [because we were] as infants. He did this when He appeared as a man, that we, being nourished, as it were, from the breast of His flesh, and having, by such a course of milk-nourishment, become accustomed to eat and drink the Word of God, may be able also to contain in ourselves the Bread of immortality, which is the Spirit of the Father” -- clearly implying, of course, that those who are not so “nourished” (that is, those who do not receive Christ as Savior) are not able to “contain” in themselves the “Bread” of immortality.

Later in the same chapter (4 Heresies 38:3), Irenaeus refers to “the gratuitous bestowal of eternal existence upon [believers] by God” and states that “being in subjection to God is continuance in immortality” and that “the beholding of God is productive of immortality” (implying that rebellion against God, and failure to “behold” God, lead to the opposite of immortality, continuance in nonexistence).

In 5 Heresies 29:1, Irenaeus describes the process of being “saved” as a “ripening for immortality” -- obviously, fruits do not “ripen” into a condition in which they already exist. Put another way, it could be said that a Naturalist would be unlikely to use such an expression.

Irenaeus also uses the typically Conditionalist words “destroy” and “destruction” (specifically, “by fire”) to describe the destiny of the unsaved. For example:

In 2 Heresies 32:2, speaking of those Gnostics who, believing “that it is incumbent on them to have experience of every kind of work; but, turning aside to voluptuousness, and lust, and abominable actions...stand...condemned,” he says, “since they are destitute of all those [virtues] which have been mentioned [i.e., earlier in the passage], they will [of necessity] pass into the destruction of fire.”

Similarly, “Those who do these things, since they do indeed walk after the flesh, have not the power of living unto God... Man goes to destruction, if he has continued to live after the flesh.” (5 Heresies 11:1)

Interestingly, however, in quoting 2 Thessalonians 1:9, in 4 Heresies 33:11, Irenaeus substitutes the word “death” for the word usually translated as “destruction” – rendering 2 Thessalonians 1:9 as, “Who shall be punished with everlasting death from the face of the Lord, and from the glory of His power,”.

In another interesting quotation (quoting 2 Corinthians 5:4, in 4 Heresies 36:6), Irenaeus substitutes the word “immortality” for the word usually translated as “life” – rendering 2
Corinthians 5:4 as, “Not for that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality might be swallowed up by immortality.”

In still another (quoting John 3:36, in 4 Heresies 37:5), Irenaeus -- significantly, it would seem -- inserts the word “eternal” in a place where it is not found in the Biblical text, rendering John 3:36 as, “he that believeth in Him has eternal life; while he who believeth not the Son hath not eternal life, but the wrath of God shall remain upon him.” This could be said to be a very “Conditionalist” way of “interpreting” the actual text of John 3:36.

Other “Conditionalist” statements by Irenaeus are as follows:

“Men... are... mortal....” (2 Heresies 7:1)

“...the soul,...while...sharing life with the body,...does not...cease to live.” (2 Heresies 33:4) – implying, it seems, that when the body ceases to live, the soul also ceases to live.

“...the unbelieving...shall not inherit...life....” (3 Heresies 7:2)

“Those who... are in a state of death... are deprived of His gift, which is eternal life;... they remain... mortal.” (3 Heresies 19:1)

“Man should never adopt an opposite opinion with regard to God, supposing that the incorruptibility which belongs to him is his own naturally, and by thus not holding the truth, should boast with empty superciliousness, as if he were naturally like to God.” (3 Heresies 20:1)

“those who...are outside the kingdom of God...are disinherited from [the gift of] incorruption....” (4 Heresies 8:1)

“But the Word of God did not accept of the friendship of Abraham, as though He stood in need of it, for He was perfect from the beginning (“Before Abraham was,” He says, “I am”), but that He in His goodness might bestow eternal life upon Abraham himself, inasmuch as the friendship of God imparts immortality to those who embrace it.” (4 Heresies 13:4)

“God has always preserved freedom, and the power of self-government in man, while at the same time He issued His own exhortations, in order that those who do not obey Him should be rightly judged (condemned) because they have not obeyed Him; and that those who have obeyed and believed on Him should be honored with immortality.” (4 Heresies 15:2)

“...thus man might attain to immortality....” (4 Heresies 20:2)

“Those, therefore, who see God, do receive life. And for this reason, He, [although] beyond comprehension, and boundless and invisible, rendered Himself visible, and comprehensible, and within the capacity of those who believe, that He might vivify those who receive and behold Him through faith.... He bestows life upon those who see Him. It is not possible to live apart from life, and the means of life is found in fellowship with God;” (4 Heresies 20:5).
“Men therefore shall see God, that they may live, being made immortal by that sight,” (4 Heresies 20:6).

“...man, falling away from God altogether, [will] cease to exist.” (4 Heresies 20:7).

“...they who believe in Him shall be incorruptible....” (4 Heresies 24:2)

“...they all received a penny each man, having [stamped upon it] the royal image and superscription, the knowledge of the Son of God, which is immortality.” (4 Heresies 36:7)

“It is good to obey God, and to believe in Him, and to keep His commandment, and this is the life of man; as not to obey God is evil, and this is his death... it is an evil thing which deprives him of life, that is, disobedience to God... what preserves his life, namely, obedience to God, is good... How, again, can he be immortal, who in his mortal nature did not obey his Maker? If you, being obstinately hardened, do reject the operation of His skill, and show yourself ungrateful towards Him, because you were created a [mere] man, by becoming thus ungrateful to God, you have at once lost both His workmanship and life.” (4 Heresies 39:1-2)

“But when they should be converted and come to repentance, and cease from evil, they should have power to become the sons of God, and to receive the inheritance of immortality which is given by Him.” (4 Heresies 41:3)

“The Father... gives to this mortal immortality, and to this corruptible incorruption... in order that we may never become puffed up, as if we had life from ourselves, and exalted against God, our minds becoming ungrateful; but learning by experience that we possess eternal duration from the excelling power of this Being, not from our own nature.” (5 Heresies 2:3)

“Man... is... mortal by nature.” (5 Heresies 3:1)

“Incorruption... is a blissful and never-ending life” which is “granted by God.” (5 Heresies 3:3)

“He cuts away the lusts of the flesh, those which bring death upon a man.” (5 Heresies 10:2)

The “works of the flesh... bring death [upon their doers].” (5 Heresies 11:2)

“Death brings mortality.” (5 Heresies 12:1)

“God is He who gives...immortality.” (5 Heresies 13:3)

“Carnal deeds..., perverting man to sin, deprive him of life.” (5 Heresies 14:4)

There is no question but that Irenaeus of Lyons was a “champion”86 of Conditionalism. We see, then, that the age of the Sub-Apostolic Fathers comes to its conclusion at a point in time prior to which only one Christian writer (Athenagoras) has espoused the doctrine of Natural
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Immortality, all the others (of whom we have studied a total of seventeen) having held, more or less demonstrably, to Conditionalism.
THE ANTE-NICENE FATHERS

As mentioned previously, the Ante-Nicene Fathers who wrote on the subject of Human Immortality were:

- Clement of Alexandria (AD 153-213?)
- Tertullian of Carthage (AD 145-220)
- Hippolytus of Portus Romanus (AD 170-236)
- The writer(s) of the Pseudo-Clementines (approximately AD 220)
- Minucius Felix of Africa (AD 185-250)
- Origen of Alexandria (AD 185-254)
- Commodianus of Africa (AD 200-275)
- Cyprian of Carthage (AD 200-258)
- Novatian of Rome (AD 210-280)
- Gregory Thaumaturgus of Neo-Caesarea (AD 213-270)
- Arnobius of Sicca (AD 250-327)

Their writings cover approximately the third century AD.
CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA

Titus Flavius Clemens was born in AD 153 in Athens, of pagan parents. Originally a pagan philosopher, he traveled extensively in Greece, Italy, Egypt, Palestine, and other countries, then studied Christian Gnosticism from AD 180-189 at the school founded by Pantaenus of Alexandria. When Pantaenus retired (to go into missionary work), Clement became headmaster of the school, and he continued in that position from AD 189-202. He fled Alexandria in AD 202 as a result of the persecution of Christians which occurred during the reign of Septimius Severus. Later, he again traveled rather extensively. We do not know the circumstances of his death, which occurred sometime between AD 211 and 215.

While he was headmaster in Alexandria, Clement wrote three major treatises: Protrepticus (or An Exhortation to the Heathen) -- approximately AD 190 Paedogogus (or The Instructor) -- approximately AD 192 Stromata (or Miscellaneous Teachings) -- approximately AD 194

Clement also wrote several other books which now exist only in fragments, including one titled Hypotyposes (or Illustrations). It is unclear whether this book was written earlier than Protrepticus, Paedogogus, and Stromata (as Anne Mbeke suggests) or later (as LeRoy Froom believes). The answer to this question could have a considerable impact on the interpretation of Clement’s possible change in position, which will be discussed, briefly, below.

Clement is also credited with authoring “the oldest Christian hymn of which the authorship is known,” the English translation of which is titled, “Shepherd of Eager Youth.” It was “used as a hymn of Christian instruction for new young converts from heathenism.”

Despite the large quantity of material Clement has left us, there are relatively few references in his writings to the subject of human immortality. And those there are, are not very clear. For example, in Paedogogus 1:3, he says, “Let us observe God’s commandments and follow His counsels: they are the short and direct way that leads to [eternal existence].” And in Paedogogus 1:6, he says, “When baptized, we become enlightened; enlightened, we become sons; as sons we become perfect and immortal.” These certainly sound like the words of a Conditionalist. But in Stromata, Book IV, Chapter 3, he says, “death... is the dissolution of the chains which bind the soul to the body.” This certainly sounds like the teaching of a Naturalist. And in the fragment of a lost work titled On the Soul, Clement is quoted as saying, “All souls are immortal, even of the godless, to whom it were better not to be incorruptible.” Here, too, Clement appears to be a Naturalist; but, in other fragments, he appears to be a Conditionalist. LeRoy Edwin Froom says (but without documenting it) that Clement “changed” from Conditionalist to Naturalist; he also classifies him with those Naturalists who held to the teaching of “Universal Restoration.” Anne Mbeke, on the other hand, speculates “that Clement changed his mind, but from a Naturalist to a Conditionalist, and not vice versa.” Perhaps it
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would be better, then, for the purposes of this book, not to classify Clement of Alexandria as either a Naturalist or a Conditionalist, but to leave him unclassified until further research can be completed.
TERTULLIAN OF CARTHAGE

Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus was born approximately AD 145 in Carthage. He became a Christian around AD 185 and an elder in the church at Carthage about five years later, and was one of the Church’s most prolific writers from then until his conversion to Montanism, for which he was excommunicated. Tertullian died around AD 220.

A bare listing of just the titles of his best-known works, together with the dates when they were written, would have to include at least the following:

- On Repentance, AD 195
- On Baptism, AD 195
- On Prayer, AD 195
- Apology, AD 197
- To the Martyr, AD 197
- On the Shows, AD 197
- An Answer to the Jews, AD 198
- Prescription Against Heretics, AD 200
- On Patience, AD 202
- On the Apparel of Women, AD 202
- On Penitence, AD 203
- On the Soul, AD 203
- The Chaplet, AD 204
- Exhortation to Chastity, AD 204
- Antidote for the Scorpion’s Sting, AD 205
- Against Marcion, AD 207
- To My Wife, AD 207
- Against Hermogenes, AD 207
- Against the Valentinians, AD 207
- On the Flesh of Christ, AD 207
- On the Veiling of Virgins, AD 207
- Against Praxeas, AD 208
- On the Pallium, AD 208
- On Monogamy, AD 208
- On Modesty, AD 208
- On Fasting, AD 208
- On the Resurrection of the Flesh, AD 208

In many of these books Tertullian discusses the question of human immortality. He says, for example, “All who are not true worshipers of God... shall be consigned to the punishment of everlasting fire... which... does not consume what it scorches, but while it burns it repairs.” (Apology 48:31-33) This graphic description of the torment of the unsaved clearly is based on the assumption of their unending existence.
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Again, he says clearly, “The soul, then, we define to be... immortal.” (On the Soul 22:5)

Furthermore, Tertullian adds, “We... maintain... that souls are even now susceptible of torment and of blessing in Hades, though they are disembodied.” (On the Resurrection 17:2-3)

A few sentences later, he adds, “The soul... has no... mortality.” (On the Resurrection 18:17)

And, in On the Resurrection 35:2, Tertullian used the phrase “the natural immortality of the soul,” probably for the first time in any Christian writing.

Obviously, Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus must be classified as a Naturalist; indeed, there is a sense in which he should be regarded as one of the “Founding Fathers” of the doctrine of Natural Immortality.
Hippolytus was born approximately AD 170; we do not know where. He was a pupil of Irenaeus of Lyons. For the first third of the third century, he served as Bishop of Portus, which was a suburb of Rome. He died by drowning in AD 236.

Hippolytus is credited with many writings, including the following:
The Little Labyrinth
On Christ and Antichrist
Against the Jews
Against Noetus
Against Beron and Helix
On the Holy Theophany
Against Plato
The Refutation of All Heresies

Against Plato 1:6 says that “the unrighteous, and those who believed not God, who have honored as God the vain works of the hands of men, idols fashioned (by themselves), shall be sentenced to this **endless punishment** [in the lake of fire].” Later in the same book, Hippolytus says that “the lovers of iniquity shall be given **eternal punishment**. And the fire which is unquenchable and without end awaits the latter, and a certain fiery worm which does not die, and which does not waste the body, but continues bursting forth from the body with unending pain. No sleep will give them rest; no night will soothe them; no death will deliver them from punishment.” (Against Plato 3:6-8)

Furthermore, in the *Refutation*, Hippolytus specifically criticizes:
1) the Naassenes, for believing in the existence of a “mortal soul” (Book V, Chapter 2),
2) Tatian of Assyria (whom we have seen was a Conditionalist), as a “heretic” (Book VIII, Chapter 9),
3) the Quartodecimans (among whom was Polycrates of Ephesus, an outspoken Conditionalist), as “heretics” (Book VIII, Chapter 11), and
4) the Sadducees, for supposing “that the soul does not continue after death,” “that there will be a dissolution both of soul and body,” and “that man passes into non-existence.”

Obviously, Hippolytus of Portus Romanus was both a Naturalist and an outspoken opponent of Conditionalism and of many of the early Church Fathers who held to it.

---
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THE WRITER(S) OF THE PSEUDO-CLEMENTINES

The so-called Pseudo-Clementines are a group of books written around AD 220 by an unknown, probably Jewish Christian, author or group of authors. They are designed to look as if they were written by Clement of Rome, but, clearly, they were not. Three of the books are known, respectively, as the Recognitions, the Homilies, and the Epitome.

According to the author(s) of the Pseudo-Clementines, “…the soul is immortal” (1 Recognitions 5:6). 3 Recognitions 39-49 is an eleven-chapter-long “proof” of the immortality of the soul. 5 Recognitions 28:2 specifies that “even the souls of the impious are immortal, though perhaps they themselves would wish them to end with their bodies.” 8 Recognitions 28:3-4 explains that “although man consists of different substances, one mortal and the other immortal, yet, by the skillful contrivance of the Creator, their diversity does not prevent their union, and that although the substances be diverse and alien the one from the other. For the one is taken from the earth and formed by the Creator, but the other is given from immortal substances; and yet the honor of its immortality is not violated by this union.”

The same teaching is equally prominent in the Homilies. 1 Homily 5:3 says that “the soul is immortal;” 2 Homily 13:1 insists that “there is every necessity, that he who says that God is by His nature righteous, should believe also that the souls of men are immortal: for where would be His justice, when some, having lived piously, have been evil-treated, and sometimes violently cut off, while others who have been wholly impious, and have indulged in luxurious living, have died the common death of men?” The rest of the chapter goes on to say, “Since therefore, without all contradiction, God who is good is also just, He shall not otherwise be known to be just, unless the soul after its separation from the body be immortal, so that the wicked man, being in hell, as having here received his good things, may there be punished for his sins; and the good man, who has been punished here for his sins, may then, as in the bosom of the righteous, be constituted an heir of good things. Since therefore God is righteous, it is fully evident to us that there is a judgment, and that souls are immortal.” 2 Homily 29-31 is a three-chapter-long “proof” of the immortality of the soul, and 11 Homily 11:2 insists that “the soul even of the wicked is immortal, for whom it were better not to have it incorruptible.” – the next verse adding, “For, being punished with endless torture under unquenchable fire, and never dying, it can receive no end of its misery.”

It is clear that whoever wrote these books (and tried to pass them off as if they had actually been written by Clement I, who, as we have seen, was a Conditionalist!) was, or were, believer(s), in the doctrine of Natural Immortality.
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MINUCIUS FELIX OF AFRICA

Minucius Felix Marcus was probably born around AD 185 in Africa. As a young man, he was converted from paganism to Christianity. He died approximately AD 250 in Rome.

Sometime during the first half of the third century, Minucius Felix wrote an Apology in the form of a discussion between a pagan named Caecilius (nowadays we would call him “Cecil”) and a Christian named Octavius. The work is generally known as the Octavius.

Octavius 35:1 describes the punishment of the wicked as “eternal torments”; Octavius 35:3 specifies, “Nor is there either measure or termination to these torments.” The next verse adds, “The intelligent fire burns the limbs and restores them, feeds on them and nourishes them.” And the following verse concludes, “As the fires of the thunderbolts strike upon the bodies, and do not consume them; as the fires of Mount Aetna and of Mount Vesuvius, and of burning lands (i.e., volcanoes) everywhere, glow, but are not wasted; so that penal fire (i.e., Hell) is not fed by the waste of those who burn, but is nourished by the unexhausted eating away of their bodies.”

Although none of the actual terms “immortal”, “immortality”, “soul”, etc., is actually used in these verses, it is clear that this doctrine of Hell is based on the assumption of the innate immortality of the human soul. No one will express any surprise at my conclusion that Minucius Felix was a Naturalist.
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ORIGEN OF ALEXANDRIA

Origen Adamantinus (this nickname means “hard as a rock”) was born approximately AD 185 in Alexandria, the oldest of the seven sons of Leonides, who was martyred under the persecution that arose under Emperor Septimius Severus.\(^{107}\) He was a pupil of Clement of Alexandria (and also of Ammonius Saccas, a Neo-Platonic), and taught Christianity (among other subjects) – first, at Alexandria, AD 203-231 (when he was excommunicated by the Bishop of Alexandria), and then, at Caesarea, AD 231-249 (when he was imprisoned during the persecution that arose under Emperor Decian). He died in AD 254 at Tyre.\(^{108}\)

Origen’s first (and greatest) work was a book known in Greek as *Peri Archon*, in Latin as *De Principiis*, and in English as *On the Principles*, which he published around AD 215. Other major works include the following:

On the Resurrection
On Prayer
Commentary on John (AD 230-238)
Exhortation to Martyrdom (AD 232)
Letter to Gregory Thaumaturgus (AD 235)
Letter to Julius Africanus (AD 240)
Dialogue With Heraclides (AD 246)
Against Celsus (AD 247)
Commentary on Matthew (AD 247)
Homily on Ezekiel
Homily on Leviticus
Apology (AD 248)
... to name just a few!

However, one need read no more than *De Principiis* to ascertain Origen’s position on the subject of human immortality.

In the Introduction, he states “that the soul, having a substance and life of its own, shall, after its departure from the world, be rewarded according to its deserts, being destined to obtain either an inheritance of eternal life and blessedness, if its actions shall have procured this for it, or to be delivered up to eternal fire and punishments, if the guilt of its crimes shall have brought it down to this.”\(^{109}\)

Later, in Book II, 2:1, he says that “spiritual and rational minds, will be... eternal...”

And, in the same Book, 10:1, he comments that it would be “vain and superfluous for anyone to arise from the dead in order to die a second time.”\(^{110}\) This is exactly what most Conditionalists teach will happen.
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Furthermore, “the body which rises again of those who are to be destined to everlasting fire or to severe punishments, is by the very change of the resurrection so incorruptible, that it cannot be corrupted and dissolved even by severe punishments” (Book II, 10:3).

In Book IV, 1:36, Origen asserts that “the human soul will also be immortal.”

And, in Against Celsus, Book III, 22:5, he claims that “the doctrine of the soul’s immortality...is to us a doctrine of preeminent importance.”

In the same work, Book VI, 71:5, he concludes that “we, however, know of no incorporeal substance that is destructible by fire, nor [do we believe] that the soul of man, or the substance of ‘angels,’ or of ‘thrones,’ or ‘dominions,’ or ‘principalities,’ or ‘powers,’ can be dissolved by fire.”

Clearly, Origen of Alexandria was both a Naturalist and a fine and well-known spokesman of the doctrine of Natural Immortality.

Indeed, the Early Church historian, Eusebius of Caesarea (AD 263-339), in his History of the Church, Book VI, Chapter 37, tells how Origen disputed with some Thnetopsychites – (“the sect that proclaimed the mortality of the soul”) – at a “synod of no small dimensions” in Arabia in AD 246. No writings by any member of this group have been preserved, but obviously they were Conditionalists. Eusebius describes them as “saying that the human soul dies.” One of them, Demetrius, was a Bishop, and is quoted in Origen’s Dialogue With Heraclides, chapter 167, as criticizing Origen for teaching “that the soul is immortal.” Thus, both in Eusebius’ history, and in Origen’s own writings, there is preserved a record of the fact that in the middle of the third century AD, both Natural Immortality and Conditional Immortality were being taught in Christian churches, and there was an active, ongoing debate between the proponents of the two positions.
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COMMODIANUS OF AFRICA

Commodianus Mendicus Christi (this nickname means, “the servant of Christ”) was born approximately AD 200 in North Africa. Little is known about his life and work except that he was apparently serving as a Bishop somewhere in North Africa around AD 240, when he wrote a poem called Instructions in Favor of Christian Discipline. He died approximately AD 275; we do not know where, or under what circumstances.

The Instructions contain two references to the subject of human immortality:

1) “I... thought... that when once life had departed, the soul also was dead and perished. These things, however, are not so...” (Instructions 26:13-14)

2) “O fool, you do not absolutely die; nor, when dead, do you escape the lofty One... You are stripped, O foolish one, who thinks that by death you are not...” (Instructions 278:1,7)

These statements clearly demonstrate that Commodianus was a Naturalist.

---
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CYPRIAN OF CARTHAGE

Thascius Caecilius Cyprian was born approximately AD 200 near Carthage. He was converted to Christianity in AD 246 and served as Bishop of Carthage AD 248-258. He was executed in AD 258 for refusing to deny Christ.

Some of the more famous of Cyprian’s hundreds of writings include the following, together with their dates of publication, if known:

- Letter to Donatus (AD 246)
- The Vanity of Idols (AD 247)
- Against the Jews (AD 248)
- Concerning the Lapsed (AD 251)
- The Unity of the Church (AD 251)
- Commentary on the Lord’s Prayer (AD 252)
- Address to Demetrianus (AD 252)
- Concerning Mortality (AD 252)
- Works and Alms (AD 254)
- Jealousy and Envy (AD 256)
- The Glory of Martyrdom

Despite the tremendous quantity of material Cyprian has left us (the more remarkable as he produced it in a period of only ten years, and while serving as Bishop of a major Christian community), there are few references to the subject of human immortality in his writings. These few occur primarily in the treatises Concerning Mortality and The Glory of Martyrdom:

In Mortality 14:3 he says, “he... who... is delivered over to the fires of Gehenna... eternal flame shall torment with never-ending punishments...” This is certainly the language of Naturalism.

In the Martyrdom, however, Cyprian’s position is not nearly as clear. Martyrdom 8:5 says, “Doubtless let that lust of life keep hold, but let it be of those whom for unatoned sin the raging fire will torture with eternal vengeance for their crimes.”

And Martyrdom 10:4 refers to the eventuality of “being punished with a perpetual burning.”

But in the very next chapter, Cyprian says that “the fire will consume those who are enemies of the truth. The paradise of God blooms for the witnesses; Gehenna will enfold the deniers, and eternal fire will burn them up” (Martyrdom 11:4-5).

---
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This last reference sounds more like the words of a Conditionalist! Dr. Froom, however, classifies Cyprian as a Naturalist;\textsuperscript{123} and, on the strength of the unequivocal statement in \textit{Mortality} 14:3, I will, at least tentatively, do the same.

\textsuperscript{123} Froom, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 758.
NOVATIAN OF ROME

Novatian was born in AD 210; his birthplace is unknown, possibly Phrygia. He was serving as an elder in the church at Rome when a split occurred, in AD 251, over the question of re-communicating those who had left the church during a time of persecution (Cyprian of Carthage referred to this situation in his Treatise Concerning the Lapsed). Novatian took a “hard line,” left the Catholic Church, and founded a sect called the Catharoi (a word which means the same thing as the English word “Puritans”). He served as its Bishop until his martyrdom in AD 280. The Catharoi (not to be confused with the Cathari of a later era!) continued as a separate denomination until sometime in the sixth century.

Prior to AD 250, Novatian had written at least two “letters,” which have not been preserved. He wrote a Treatise On the Jewish Meats in AD 250. He also wrote a Treatise Concerning the Trinity in AD 257. The former book contains one reference to the subject of human immortality; the latter book contains several.

In Jewish Meats 5:18, Novatian quotes Christ as saying, “But labor not for the meat which perisheth, but for the meat which endureth to life eternal, which the Son of man will give you; for him hath the Father sealed” (John 6:27). This is a substantially accurate quotation of a verse popular among modern Conditionalists who follow the interpretation that makes the word “which” refer to the phrase “life eternal” rather than to the word “meat.”

In Trinity 1, Novatian describes the “punishment” for Adam’s disobedience to God’s command not to eat “the fruit of the tree” of the knowledge of good and evil as being “mortality.”

Once in Trinity 2, once in Trinity 3, three times in Trinity 4, once in Trinity 6, and once in Trinity 31, Novatian states that God is “immortal”; but in Trinity 15:28 he says that “every man is mortal” and adds that “immortality cannot be from that which is mortal.”

In Trinity 14:12, he describes the punishment for denying Christ as “destruction of the soul”, and in Trinity 14:15-16 goes on to say, “If Christ is only man, how is it that ‘even as the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the Son to have life in Himself,’ when man cannot have life in him after the example of God the Father, because he is not glorious in eternity, but made with the materials of mortality? If Christ is only man, how does He say, ‘I am the bread of eternal life which came down from heaven,’ when man can neither be the bread of life, he himself being mortal, nor could he have come down from heaven, since no perishable material is established in heaven?” Here Novatian bases an argument for Christ’s divinity on the very distinction between Deity and humanity, that Deity is by nature immortal, and humanity is not immortal.
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Similarly, in *Trinity* 15:38, he says that “every man is bound by the laws of mortality, and therefore is unable to keep himself [alive] forever.”

Furthermore, in *Trinity* 16:2-3, he refers to the punishment of unbelief as being “to die for evermore” and to “die eternally”, while, in *Trinity* 16:4, he says, by way of contrast, that the believer (and he only) is “destined for the attainment of everlasting life.”

And in *Trinity* 18:37, he refers to “the destruction of the people of Sodom” (notice, he does not say, “the destruction of the city,” but, “the destruction of the people”).

The above quotations make it clear that, as Dr. Froom says, “Novatian was a Conditionalist.”

What, then, are we to make of *Trinity* 25:9-17, which contains the following statements: “For what if the divinity in Christ does not die, but the substance of the flesh only is destroyed, when in other men also, who are not flesh only, but flesh and soul, the flesh indeed alone suffers the inroads of wasting and death, while the soul is seen to be uncorrupted, and beyond the laws of destruction and death?” (v. 9); “…if the immortal soul cannot be killed...” (v. 11); “…if in any man whatever, the soul has this excellence of immortality that it cannot be slain...” (v. 12); “…if the cruelty of man fails to destroy the soul...” (v. 13); “the soul itself... is not killed by men” (v. 14); and “…if... death... does not destroy the soul, although it dissolves the bodies themselves: for it could exercise its power on the bodies, it did not avail to exercise it on the souls; for the one in them was mortal, and therefore died; the other in them was immortal, and therefore is understood not to have been extinguished” (v. 17)? The abundance of words such as “what if,” “when,” “while”, “is seen,” “if,” “if... that,” “if,” “if... although” and “is understood” leads me to suggest that Novatian is here using a form of argument in which he concedes to his readers “for the sake of argument” certain assumptions he knows they will admit, which will enable him to convince them of his point, though he does not hold those assumptions as part of his own belief system (as demonstrated elsewhere).

In *Trinity* 29:25-27, Novatian clearly ties human immortality to the resurrection of human bodies (as opposed to survival of human souls): “[The Holy Spirit is] an inhabitant given for our bodies and an effector of their holiness. Who, working for us in eternity, can also produce our bodies at the resurrection of immortality.... For our bodies are both trained in Him and by Him to advance to immortality, by learning to govern themselves with moderation according to His decrees.”

Novatian was called a “heretic” by Cyprian of Carthage (and others, including the anonymous author of the *Treatise Against the Heretic Novatian*, which was written in AD 255 in Africa), but not because of his position on immortality; rather, because of his strict approach to re-communication, which resulted in his break with the more “soft line” Catholicism. Indeed, the author of the *Treatise Against the Heretic Novatian* was probably himself a Conditionalist; he frequently uses the word “destruction” to refer to the destiny of the unsaved, and quotes several
Scriptures often used by modern Conditionalists, such as Ezekiel 18:4,20-21; Matthew 10:28; Luke 18:1-5; Jude 15 (which he alters to read, “to execute judgment upon all, and to destroy all the wicked,” etc.); and Revelation 6:17 (which he alters to read, “because the day of destruction cometh,” etc.).
Gregory Thaumaturgus (this nickname means “The Miracle-Worker”) was born in AD 213 in Neo-Caesarea, Pontus. He was raised in a pagan home, studying Neo-Platonic philosophy and Roman law, but was converted to Christianity by the teaching of Origen of Alexandria in AD 233. Five years later, he returned to his home town, found 17 Christians there and organized them into a church. He then served as Bishop of Neo-Caesarea from AD 240 until his death in AD 270, at Neo-Caesarea, by which time it was said (perhaps in exaggeration) that there were only 17 pagans left in the city!

Here are the titles of some of Gregory’s writings:

Declaration of Faith
Metaphrase of the Book of Ecclesiastes
Oration and Panegyric Addressed to Origen (AD 238)
Canonical Epistle (AD 258-262)
Sectional Confession of Faith
On the Trinity
Twelve Topics on the Faith
On the Subject of the Soul
Four Homilies
On All the Saints
On the Gospel According to Matthew

A quick reading of On the Subject of the Soul will easily establish Gregory’s position on the question of human immortality. The entire sixth chapter is devoted to the question of “whether our soul is immortal.” Verse 3 concludes that “the soul, being simple, and not being made up of diverse parts, but being uncompound and indissoluble, must be, in virtue of that, incorruptible and immortal.” Verse 5 adds that “the soul, being self-acting, has no cessation of its being.” Verses 6-7 reason that “it follows, that what is self-acting is ever-acting; and what is ever-acting is unceasing; and what is unceasing is without end; and what is without end is incorruptible; and what is incorruptible is immortal. Consequently, [since] the soul is self-acting, as has been shown above, it follows that it is incorruptible and immortal.” Verse 10 reiterates, “[Since], therefore, the soul is not corrupted by the evil proper to itself, and the evil of the soul is cowardice, intemperance, envy, and the like, and all these things do not despoil it of its powers of life and action, it follows that it is immortal.”

So there is no question but that Gregory Thaumaturgus, like his teacher, Origen of Alexandria, was a Naturalist.
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ARNOBIOUS OF SICCA

Arnobius the Elder was born approximately AD 250. He lived in Sicca, Numidia, North Africa. As a pagan, he was noted for his intense hatred of Christianity. He was converted around AD 303, but he was at first distrusted (like Saul, in Acts 9:26), and was refused baptism. This led to his publication of a series of seven books collectively titled Disputations Against the Pagans sometime between AD 303 and AD 310.\textsuperscript{139} I will refer to these books as 1 Disputations, 2 Disputations, 3 Disputations, 4 Disputations, 5 Disputations, 6 Disputations, and 7 Disputations, respectively, for the purposes of this book. Arnobius died around AD 327.\textsuperscript{140}

In 1 Disputations 18:5, Arnobius says that death “ends all things, and takes away life from every sentient being.” In the same verse, he uses the word “extinction” as a synonym for the word “death.”

In 1 Disputations 64:8, Arnobius says that Christ “was sent by the only [true] King . . . to bring to you the immortality which you believe that you [already] possess, relying on the assertions of a few men” (i.e., the Greek philosophers, such as Plato, etc.). Clearly, Arnobius is not saying that he believes that his readers “[already] possess” immortality. On the contrary, it is his belief that immortality must be brought to them, and that Christ has done that. A few verses later (in 1 Disputations 65:1), he says this “ungrateful and impious age” (referring to the pagan generation in which he lived) is “prepared for its own destruction by its extraordinary obstinacy.” Later in that same chapter, he says Christ “told His enemies . . . what must be done that they might escape destruction and obtain an immortality which they knew not” of (1 Disputations 65:13). And, in the next verse after that (1 Disputations 65:14), he says “that in no other way” than believing in Christ “could they avoid the danger of death.”

In 2 Disputations 1:8, Arnobius tells his pagan readers that Christ “prepared for you a path to . . . the immortality for which you long” – but why would they “long” for something they already possessed by nature?

In 2 Disputations 7:17, Arnobius reminds his pagan readers that “the soul . . . is said by you to be immortal” – but he would not have needed to include the words “said by you to be” if he had believed the soul to be immortal, as he states that they did.

2 Disputations 14 is a comparison of Arnobius’ own (Christian) doctrine of “hell” (v. 1) with Plato’s (Greek philosophical) doctrine of “the immortality of the soul” (v. 1). Among other points made in this chapter are the following: Christians speak of “fires which cannot be quenched” (v. 1), while Plato says that “the soul is immortal” (v. 3); and Christians believe that the souls of the wicked are “annihilated” and “pass away vainly in everlasting destruction” (v. 7), while Plato “thought it inhuman cruelty to condemn souls to death” (v. 6). Arnobius concludes by expounding what he refers to as “Christ’s teaching” (v. 8): that souls “perish if they have not known God” but are “delivered from death if they have given heed to” Him (v. 8) and by stating that “man’s real death . . . leaves nothing behind” (v. 9) because “souls which know not God
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shall be consumed in . . . fire” (v. 10). In the first verse of the next chapter (II Disputations 15:1), Arnobius describes the “opinion . . . that souls are immortal” as “extravagant.”

In 2 Disputations 16:3-5, Arnobius asks, “Will you lay aside your habitual arrogance, O men, who claim God as your Father, and maintain that you are immortal, just as He is? Will you inquire, examine, search what you are yourselves, whose you are, of what parentage you are supposed to be, what you do in the world, in what way you are born, how you leap to life? Will you, laying aside all partiality, consider in the silence of your thoughts that we are creatures either quite like the rest, or separated by no great difference?” He answers his own question three chapters later: “if men either knew themselves thoroughly, or had the slightest knowledge of God, they would never claim as their own a divine and immortal nature;” (2 Disputations 19:1). In 2 Disputations 18:3, he says, “if the soul had in itself the knowledge which it is fitting that a race should have indeed which is divine and immortal, all men would from the first know everything;” which obviously is not the case since human beings keep learning new things as they go through life, and the entire “race” of human beings keeps learning new things as time passes. Similarly, in a lengthy discussion of the same subject, Arnobius states that “it has been believed that the souls of men are divine, and therefore immortal,” and goes on to suggest that this idea “has been rashly believed and taken for granted” (2 Disputations 22:2) – and proceeds with an exhausting list of questions designed to disprove it.

Again, in 2 Disputations 24:3, Arnobius portrays himself as asking Plato a question, beginning with the words, “if you are really assured that the souls of men are immortal” (implying that such a belief is Plato’s, not his own), and in 2 Disputations 25:2, he follows up this question with another, beginning with, “Is . . . the . . . soul . . . immortal” (again, implying a negative answer).

Chapters 26-36 of 2 Disputations contain numerous references to the subject of human immortality. 2 Disputations 26:6, referring to “souls” (26:5), says that “the same reasoning not only shows that they are not incorporeal, but deprives them of all immortality even, and refers them to the limits within which life is usually closed.” Three chapters later, Arnobius presents a moral argument against the doctrine of Natural Immortality, asking, “How shall he be overcome by any fear or dread (i.e., of God’s judgment) who has been persuaded that he is immortal, just as the Supreme God Himself, and that no sentence (i.e., of death) can be pronounced upon him by God, seeing that there is the same immortality in both, and that the one immortal being cannot be troubled by the other, which is only its equal” (2 Disputations 29:7)? The point of this argument is similar to that raised by Jesus when He said, “Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.” (Matthew 10:28) (This verse, of course, is another “favorite” of many Conditionalists!)

An important insight into the fact that a “debate” was in progress between Naturalists and Conditionalists in Arnobius’ time is given in 2 Disputations 31:2-3: “Thence it is that among learned men, and men endowed with excellent abilities, there is strife as to the nature of the soul, and some say that it is subject to death, and cannot take upon itself the divine substance; while

---
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others maintain that it is immortal, and cannot sink under the power of death.... because, on the one hand, arguments present themselves to the one party by which it is found that the soul is capable of suffering, and perishable; and, on the other hand, are not lacking to their opponents, by which it is shown that the soul is divine and immortal.” In the next chapter, Arnobius makes it clear where he stood in the debate, saying, “We have been taught by the greatest teacher (i.e., Jesus) that souls are set not far from the gaping jaws of death; that they can, nevertheless, have their lives prolonged by the favor and kindness of the Supreme Ruler if only they try and make an effort to know Him -- for the knowledge of Him is a kind of vital leaven and cement to bind together that which would otherwise fly apart” (2 Disputations 32:1). In Chapter 33, addressing readers presumed to be Naturalists (as all pagan Greek philosophers were), he adds, “You think that, as soon as you pass away, freed from the bonds of your fleshly members, you will find wings with which you may rise to heaven... We shun such presumption, and do not think that it is in our power” (2 Disputations 33:3-4).

Toward the end of this discussion, Arnobius asks, “if souls are mortal..., how can they...become immortal?” (2 Disputations 35:1). His own answer to this question is given in the next chapter, where he says that “immortality is God’s gift” by which He will “deign to confer eternal life upon souls” otherwise destined to “utter annihilation” (II Disputations 36:3). Much later in the book, this teaching is summed up in the statement “that the souls of men...are gifted with immortality, if they rest their hope of so great a gift on God Supreme, who alone has power to grant such blessings, by putting away corruption” (2 Disputations 53:1). And in Chapter 62, Arnobius adds, “None but the Almighty God can preserve souls; nor is there anyone besides who can give them length of days, and grant to them also a spirit which shall never die, except He who alone is immortal.”

In 2 Disputations 63:1, Arnobius portrays his opponents as saying that he (Arnobius) teaches that “Christ was sent by God for this end, that He might deliver unhappy souls from ruin and destruction....”

In 2 Disputations 64:13, Arnobius defends his belief that God offers eternal life to human beings, but does not compel them to receive it – a view that, it seems to me, it would be difficult for a Naturalist to hold – by saying that “our salvation is not necessary to Him, so that He would gain anything or suffer any loss, if He either made us [immortal] or allowed us to be annihilated and destroyed by corruption.” Since it is clear that he had previously taught that God did not “make” human beings immortal, it is equally clear that he here teaches that God does “allow” them to be “annihilated” and “destroyed.”

Comparing the Christian doctrine of salvation with pagan beliefs about the differing powers of their various gods, Arnobius states that “it is the right of Christ alone to give salvation to souls, and assign them everlasting life. . . . souls can receive from no one life and salvation, except from Him to whom the Supreme Ruler gave this charge and duty. The Almighty Master
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of the world has determined that this should be the way of salvation – this the door, so to say, of life – by Him alone is there access to the light: nor may men either creep in or enter elsewhere, all other ways being shut up and secured by an impenetrable barrier. So, then, . . . by no efforts will you be able to reach the prize of immortality, unless by Christ’s gift you have perceived what constitutes this very immortality, and have been allowed to enter on the true life” (2 Disputations 65:11–66:1).

In 2 Disputations 72:7, speaking of “the Almighty and Supreme God” (2 Disputations 72:4), Arnobius asks, “Is not He alone uncreated, immortal, and everlasting?” Although he does not actually quote I Timothy 6:16 (a favorite verse of many modern Conditionalists), he certainly makes the same point as is made there: only God is immortal; therefore, human beings are not immortal.

From all of these references, it is abundantly clear that “Arnobius was a militant Conditionalist.”149

---
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THE QUESTION ANSWERED

On page 4 of this book, our topic for discussion was defined as follows: “What can we learn from the writings of the early Church Fathers as to the position(s) held in their times on the subject of human immortality? Specifically, we will want to see whether the Apostolic, Sub-Apostolic, and Ante-Nicene Fathers of the first, second and third centuries held a view similar to the popular modern view, or one more similar to the Conditionalist view.”

After defining the two views, and labeling them, for convenience, as “Naturalism” and “Conditionalism”, respectively, I have reviewed the lives and works of twelve Apostolic, seven Sub-Apostolic, and eleven Ante-Nicene Fathers, whose writings span the period from AD 95 to sometime between AD 303 and 310. As I said on page 9, we have not studied every Christian writer of the first three centuries, but we have studied every Christian writer of the first three centuries in whose works I was able to find any references to the subject of human immortality.

Each of the thirty writers has been classified as either Conditionalist or Naturalist. Now the time has come to ask: What have we learned from this exercise?

It seems to me that the first, and perhaps most important, thing we have learned is that in the early Church, just as in the present-day Church, there were true, sincere Christians of both of the two doctrinal persuasions we have been studying. We have also seen that there was frequently an energetic, at times even vituperative, “debate” going on between the representatives of the two positions. Nevertheless, it is important to note that all of this was taking place within the broader context of the universal Christian fellowship which was generally known at the time as the “Catholic” Church. This was not primarily an argument between Christians and non-Christians, nor was it a “fight” between orthodox Christians and unorthodox cultists. It was, in fact, a doctrinal discussion between individuals, and among groups, all of whom were members of the same worldwide Body of Christ, the Christian Church.

The second, and next most important, thing we have learned is that, during the period under study, Conditionalism, and not (as it is today) Naturalism, was the more prevalent view of the writing Fathers of the Church. This fact can be demonstrated by a simple enumeration, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Writers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditionalists:</td>
<td>16 definite, 4 probable -- total, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalists:</td>
<td>8 definite, 1 probable -- total, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So Conditionalism was favored over Naturalism by approximately a 2/3 majority of the thirty Fathers we have been able to classify.

Another question worth asking is: Was this a regional conflict? Were the Fathers in one geographical area more inclined to Conditionalism, and the Fathers in another more inclined to Naturalism? The following chart will illustrate the surprising answer to this question:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Conditionalists</th>
<th>Naturalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>8 or 9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Unknown)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you come to the next paragraph, you will see the reason why there seems to have been such a predominance of Conditionalism in Asia, the continent on which Christianity originated. The “surprise” is to see the contrast between the predominance of Conditionalism in Europe, the continent which later became the “world headquarters” of Christianity, and the predominance of Naturalism in Africa, the continent on which Christianity later became virtually extinct. One would have thought it would have been the other way around! What the chart really shows is that both Conditionalists and Naturalists could be found in all three areas of the world that were influenced by Christianity in the early centuries. I do not believe it shows that geography, or regionalism, really played a very important role in the debate at that time.

It seems to me that a much more significant role was played by the passage of time. The chart on the next page is constructed so as to illustrate the “progress” of the two doctrines over the period of time covered by the study. It lists each Church Father under the appropriate heading in chronological order from the time of the Apostles (at the top of the page) toward the time of the Council of Nicaea (at the bottom).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditionalists</th>
<th>Naturalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clement of Rome</td>
<td>Athenagoras of Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writer(s) of <em>Odes of Solomon</em></td>
<td>Clement of Alexandria (unclassified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatius of Antioch</td>
<td>Tertullian of Carthage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarp of Smyrna</td>
<td>Hippolytus of Portus Romanus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papias of Hierapolis</td>
<td>Writer(s) of <em>Pseudo-Clementines</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writer(s) of <em>Didache</em></td>
<td>Minucius Felix of Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratus of Athens</td>
<td>Origen of Alexandria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathetes</td>
<td>Commodianus of Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement of Corinth</td>
<td>Cyprian of Carthage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnabas of Alexandria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristides of Athens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermas of Rome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin of Samaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatian of Assyria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theophilus of Antioch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melito of Sardis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycrates of Ephesus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irenaeus of Lyons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novatian of Rome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnobius of Sicca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Looked at this way, the “score” becomes:

Prior to the time of Clement of Alexandria -- 18 Conditionalists, 1 Naturalist
After the time of Clement of Alexandria -- 2 Conditionalists, 8 Naturalists

It is clear from this chart that Conditionalism was the original doctrine of the Early Church (AD 95-177), and that Naturalism was first introduced by Athenagoras of Athens, and popularized by Tertullian of Carthage, after whose time it rapidly became the predominant view, though there continued to be an outspoken minority of Conditionalists.

Now it becomes clearer why Conditionalism was so much stronger in Asia during the first three centuries than it was in Europe and Africa. Asia was the continent on which Christianity originated. The churches of Asia held more tenaciously to the original doctrine (Conditionalism) while the churches in Europe and Africa were progressively coming under the influence of the more recent doctrine (Naturalism).

Outside the defined scope of this book, but certainly within the pale of relevance to its topic, is the question of how the debate between proponents of the two doctrines proceeded after the Council of Nicaea (AD 325). Briefly, the answer to this question is that the debate continued, with a higher and higher percentage of the Post-Nicene writers embracing Naturalism as the centuries passed. At no point was unanimity reached. Finally, in AD 1513, the Fifth Lateran Council of the Roman Catholic Church officially condemned Conditionalism as heresy. Even then, however, the debate did not end. Only four years later, Martin Luther broke with Roman Catholicism and began the movement known today as Protestantism. He, and many other early Protestant leaders, such as John Wycliffe, William Tyndale, John Milton, and John Darby, revived the ancient belief in Conditional Immortality. Other reformers were Naturalists. So, while the debate was ended in the Roman Catholic Church, by official decree, it quickly sprang up again in the Protestant churches, and continues (there) to this day. As I mentioned in the Introduction, some denominations have taken an official “stand” for one position or the other. Many other denominations have kept their doors open to Christians of either persuasion. The “debate” continues.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have seen that there are two radically different opinions on the question of human immortality: we have come to know them as Naturalism and Conditionalism. We have also seen that throughout most of Christian history a “debate” has raged between proponents of the two positions. Furthermore, we have discovered that almost all of the Church Fathers who wrote before AD 200 were Conditionalists, and that most of those who wrote between then and AD 310 were Naturalists. We have concluded that Conditional Immortality was the original, and predominant, doctrine of the early Church.

At this point I think it would be wise to reiterate that I have not sought to “prove” the correctness or incorrectness of either doctrine. I have only sought to determine which view was more prevalent in the early Church. That is why I have quoted extensively from the writings of the early Church Fathers and have not quoted frequently from the Holy Scriptures. I am by no means trying to imply that the Bible has nothing to say on this subject: on the contrary, it has so much to say that a much, much longer book would be required to cover it all. Nor am I implying that what the Bible says is not important. Rather, it is my belief that whatever the Bible teaches on this subject is of absolute and decisive importance. But it was the stated purpose of this paper to analyze the views of the early Church, and the Bible’s comments are therefore outside the defined scope of the book.

Is immortality natural, or conditional? If there were a simple, clear, Biblical answer to this question, there would not have been debate over it for over eighteen centuries of Christian history. As I have already quoted Arnobius of Sicca as saying, “On the one hand, arguments present themselves to the one party by which it is found that the soul is capable of suffering, and perishable; and, on the other hand, are not lacking to their opponents, by which it is shown that the soul is divine and immortal.” (Disputations 31:3) That being the case, I think it best for modern churches to keep an open door to Christians of either persuasion, rather than insisting that members be required to affirm either one doctrine or the other. Truth is not determined by majority vote, nor is it determined by ecclesiastical decree. Each Christian should have the freedom to make up his or her own mind as to what to believe on this question, rather than having a prepackaged answer imposed on the conscience by a denominational Statement of Faith. In the final analysis, only God knows the true answer, and only when we see Him face to face will we know it as fully as He does.
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